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ATTENTION 
Ticket distribution for the Citadel 
game will take place next week out- 
side the library. Seniors pick up tickets 
Monday, juniors on Tuesday, sopho- 
mores on Wednesday and freshmen 
on Thursday. 
'Curious Savage' 
The Clemson Players opened 
their season Tuesday night with 
John Patrick's "Curious Savage." 
See review, page 17. 
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Last-second field goal gives Tigers a win 
by Tim Crawford 
head photographer 
"He ain't gonna make that 47- 
yarder, you can write that down, 
he ain't gonna make it." 
Those were the hopeful words 
of a Georgia state trooper as he 
stood under the east goal post 
in Sanford Stadium Saturday 
evening. 
One minute later, David 
Treadwell silenced the trooper 
and all the Bulldog fans in the 
stadium with a solid, 47-yard 
field goal that catapulted the 
Clemson Tigers to an emotional 
victory over the Georgia 
Bulldogs between the hedges. 
"I asked him if he could do it 
and he said he could," said head 
coach Danny Ford in his post- 
game press conference. 
"I'm just glad I had the oppor- 
tunity to get a second chance," 
said Treadwell. "I knew it was in 
my range." 
Treadwell was just one of 
many heroes in a Georgia- 
Clemson game that may rewrite 
the book on clashes between the 
two rivals. In past games, a low 
scoring, defensive struggle was 
the rule. The team with the most 
turnovers lost, and the game was 
decided in the fourth quarter. 
Saturday's contest was high- 
scoring with 59 points being the 
highest total ever between the 
two teams. It was an offensive 
show that featured the running 
of one team and the passing of 
Freshman coed 
assaulted 
by Susan Hagins 
office manager 
A freshman student was sexually 
assaulted at 2:30 a.m. Friday, Sept. 19. 
The incident occurred near Johnstone dor- 
mitory and was the first reported 
"stranger rape" this semester, although 
"date rape," defined as an attack on 
someone who is acquainted with her at- 
tacker, has already been reported this 
semester. 
The victim of the incident on Friday 
filed a report at the police department, 
and a composite drawing of the attacker 
has been compiled. The assailant is de- 
scribed as a white male with black hair, 
about six feet, three inches tall, and 
weighing approximately 200 pounds. He 
might have bite marks on the right side of 
his face, and he drove a beige pickup 
truck. Anyone who has any information 
about this man is asked to call the police 
station, at 656-2222. 
According to Officer Thea McCrary, the 
woman was afraid for various reasons to 
press charges against her assailant. 
McCrary, who handles rape investiga- 
tions for the University police depart- 
ment, wants to stress to victims the im- 
portance of filing charges against rapists. 
Rapists who are not prosecuted may 
decide to commit the crime again. The 
David Treadwell kicks the winning field goal in Clemson's 
the other, and the team with the 
most turnovers won this year, 
something that hasn't happened 
in a long while. 
In stark contrast to then- 
season opener, the Clemson of- 
fense was crisp, sharp, and confi- 
dent. The offensive line, as young 
and inexperienced as they were, 
performed like true veterans. The 
defense practiced a bend-but- 
don't-break philosophy that 
eventually wore down the Bull- 
dog offense by the end of the 
game. 
Other heroes of the game in- 
cluded senior tailback Terrance 
Flagler, whose 90 yards rushing 
and three receptions for 58 yards 
boosted the Tigers' offense when 
it needed it, and when the de- 
fense needed a boost, it got one 
from sophomore linebacker 
Norman Haynes. His homecom- 
ing to Athens became his best 
career game as he finished with 
10 tackles, one for a loss, one 
pass break-up late in the fourth 
quarter, and a crucial fumble 
recovery. 
Robert Pentecost/photographer 
31-28 win over Georgia. 
The Bulldogs opened the scor- 
ing in the first quarter with a 
touchdown after Clemson fum- 
bled a punt on the Georgia 29, 
but the Tigers struck back 
quickly when Kenny Flowers 
rambled around the left side for 
57 yards before he was knocked 
out of bounds at the Georgia 4. 
Flowers dived two yards for the 
touchdown two plays later and 
then sat out the rest of the game 
with a mild ankle sprain. 
The Tigers and the Bulldogs 
continued to trade touchdowns 
and turnovers during the first 
half, which eventually ended 
with the score knotted at 21-21. 
The third quarter began with 
an exchange of fumbles between 
the two teams as both tried to 
mount drives, only to be stopped 
by a turnover. The Tigers then 
went ahead of the Bulldogs for 
the first time in the game with a 
one-yard dive by sophomore 
quarterback Rodney Wilhams. 
The two teams then traded in- 
terceptions and Georgia gave 
their fans a brief moment of ex- 
citement with a 78-yard touch- 
down pass from quarterback 
James Jackson to receiver Fred 
Lane that again tied the score, 
this time at 28-28. 
The fourth quarter began with 
Clemson driving from their own 
33 and ending the drive with a 
missed 39-yard field goal by 
Treadwell. Georgia then took the 
ball and drove down to the Clem- 
son 9, where Jackson fumbled 
the ball and free safety A. J. 
Johnson recovered it. 
Finally, after an exchange of 
punts, Clemson began the final 
drive of the day, highlighted by a 
16-yard run by Flagler and a 
15-yard dash by Williams. Two 
plays later, with four seconds re- 
maining on the clock, the ball 
was on the Georgia 30 and David 
Treadwell was waiting to kick 
the most important field goal of 
his life. 
The Tigers held off the Bull- 
See Football, page 25 
Lomax named 
Vice president chosen 
by Bob Ellis 
editor in chief 
police will continue investigating the 
crime in case the the student does decide 
to press charees. 
University Vice President for Ad- 
ministration Gen. Hugh Clausen saysi 
that a night watchman and campus 
policeman were in the area at the time of 
See Rape, page 8 
Manning "Nick" Lomax has been 
selected as the new vice president for stu- 
dent affairs, University officials will an- 
nounce this afternoon. 
Lomax was chosen from more than 150 
applicants, said Joy Smith, dean of stu- 
dent life. Smith chaired the selection com- 
mittee that narrowed the number of ap- 
plicants down to three for President Max 
Lennon's final decision. 
The other two candidates were Alfred 
Matthews, vice president for student af- 
fairs at Slippery Rock University in Penn- 
sylvania, and Thomas Robinson, dean of 
student affairs and services at Montana 
State University. 
Lomax, who has been with the University 
for 20 years, served as acting vice presi- 
dent since July 1985, filling a position left 
open by Walter T. Cox when Cox became 
president. 
"There is no question that serving as 
acting vice president was a great ex- 
perience for me," Lomax said. "That ex- 
perience will be very helpful to me in my 
new capacity. 
"I also appreciate the support of the 
students and faculty last year," he said. 
Their input is very important to me when 
trying to do my job." 
"I look forward to becoming a permanent 
part of Dr. Lennon's team," he said. "Clem- 
son has an exciting future in research and 
other areas of the academic arena. 
"We want to move on with plans such as 
expanding student services to an east 
campus facility and renovating the 
YMCA," Lomax said. 
He said "chances like this do not come 
along every day." 
"I want to thank Dr. Lennon for his con- 
fidence in me and also thank the search 
committee for its very hard work," Lomax 
said. "And I can't stop without expressing 
my appreciation to Dean Walter Cox who 
also showed he had confidence in me. 
"My elevation to this new role is a 
tribute to all employees with whom I have 
served," he said. "Without them I would 
not have been successful." 
Lomax graduated from the University 
in 1964 with a bachelor's degree in educa- 
tion. Upon graduation, he entered the 
Army for 27 months; he served as a 
University resident counselor from 
1966-67, when he became assistant dean 
of men. 
He was director of residence halls pro- 
grams from 1970-76 and director of hous- 
ing from 1970-81. He was assistant vice 
president for student affairs from 1981 
until he became acting vice president in 
1985. 
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IPTAY executive talks sports 
by Jim Hennessey 
news editor 
Allison Dalton is in his second 
full academic year as the leader 
of IPTAY, the largest athletic 
scholarship fund-raising group in 
the country. Dalton took over the 
position in March of 1985 after 
serving as promotions director 
for four years and assistant 
athletic director for media rela- 
tions and marketing for two 
years. 
On Wednesday Sept. 17, 
Dalton represented IPTAY and 
the University on the ABC News 
television program Nightline 
with Ted Koppel. The show, 
taped at the University of 
Maryland, was devoted to the 
state of college athletics in the 
United States today. 
"I thought the program was a 
great idea when I was contacted 
by the Nightline staff and we 
discussed it, but as it turned out, 
we discussed a lot-more issues on 
the phone then we actually did on 
the night of the show," Dalton 
said. 
"I was really disappointed with 
the fact that Mr. Koppel did not 
stress the issues more directly as 
we had done on the phone about 
certain problems and preceived 
problems of college athletics. I 
really thought the program 
rambled too much with too many 
mundane, irrelevant issues. I 
really think he was trying to get 
into more confrontation than he 
was trying to shed light on the 
state of college athletics. 
"Overall it was a great ex- 
perience because of the people I 
shared the platform with. It was 
good to see a national program 
devoted to this aired." 
Dalton wondered about why 
Nightline had chosen him to ap- 
pear on the panel with other ex- 
perts from the Carnegie In- 
stitute, the University of Mary- 
land and Sports Illustrated. 
"The woman from ABC said 
that the many people they talked 
to in preparation for the program 
had mentioned IPTAY as being 
probably one of the largest 
groups in the country and prob- 
ably one of the most well-organized 
which is true because ol its size 
and I would assume because of 
the number of dollars we bring in 
yearly. 
"I was prepared to deal with 
the issue of so-called "outside" 
groups and the pressure they bring 
to college athletics. They never 
really got to that. I also would 
have liked to have dealt with the 
issue that Dr. Jerry Boyer of the 
Carnegie Institute brought up 
about it reaching a time when 
college athletics should be 
separated completely from col- 
lege academics." 
Dalton thinks the perceptions 
of the pressures on college 
athletes are overblown. 
"The pressure on say a basket- 
ball player or a football player is 
not much worse than any other 
student on campus. The only dif- 
ference is that these young peo- 
ple are more visible than others. 
The fact remains that they are 
here for an education first and 
athletics second." 
On Jerry Boyer's point on the 
separation of college athletics 
and academics Dalton was adam- 
Darla Koerselman/photcgrapher 
Allison Dalton 
antly opposed to making col- 
legiate athletics a "minor league" 
for the pros. 
"I think that idea would just 
fly in the face of American Tradi- 
tion. I think that athletics is so 
much a part of the American sys- 
tem that it is really foolish to 
think that. I would liked to have 
told that to Dr. Boyer personally 
to find out the reasons for his 
philosophy, but as I said before I 
didn't have a chance. 
"Dr. Boyer and others can say 
that things go on in college ath- 
letics that reflect negatively on 
Daria Kocrselman/photographer 
the image of an institution, and 
that's true just like students can 
do things to discredit the institu- 
tion. Because of the high visibility 
of athletes I can understand this 
philosophy. 
"When you have hundreds of 
thousands of high school athletes 
playing every Friday night in the 
fall, and every town of over three 
or five thousand people has a 
sports team associated with their 
high school, how can you even 
suggest taking sports away from 
the institution. It is too deeply 
rooted in society. 
Student Senate announces runoff election results 
by Matthew DeBord 
staff writer 
Student Senate runoff elections were 
held several weeks ago. Turnout was not 
particularly high, and two races have been 
contested. The Student Supreme Court 
has ruled on one case involving the ballot 
at Clemson House and is expected to rule 
on a second case involving Barnett in the 
near future. In the Clemson House con- 
troversy, the ballot will be recast. 
Student Senate President Ron Merritt 
is currently appointing people to open 
positions. "There are approximately 10 to 
11 open seats," said Merritt," and I'm 
looking for enthusiastic people to fill 
them." 
When questioned about student re- 
sponse to the election, Merritt said, "A lot 
of people have approached me and said 
that they didn't know about the election. 
These people have asserted that if they 
had been aware of the proceedings, they 
would have tried to get on the ballot." 
In the contested race in Barnett, Ruth 
Sojourner won with 57.1 percent of the 
vote, and Mary Orten finished second 
with 42.9 percent, 42 total ballots were 
cast. In Geer, Cathy Rogers won with 
87.5 percent, and Kay Ford was the 
runner-up with 12.5 percent. In a related 
landslide victory, Margaret McLeod won 
the Cope election with a 77.8 percent ma- 
jority, and Janet Mackey lost with 22.2 
percent. In Sanders, Shawn Smith 
garnered 100 percent of the vote, but only 
a single ballot was cast. All of these races 
were one-seat contests. 
In the more political Calhoun Courts 
race, 45 ballots were cast, and Gary 
Massey won a 48.9 percent plurality. 
Andrea Young and Eric Nelson tied with 
33.3 percent of the remaining vote going 
to each candidate. Six other candidates 
accounted for various percentages of 
what vote was left. Since only two seats 
were available and because this election 
was a one-time runoff, Ron Merritt had to 
decide which candidate would fill the sec- 
ond seat. His choice came down to Andrea 
Young or Eric Nelson. However, he could 
have selected from any eight candidates. 
As expressed in his powers, he exercised 
his authority and chose Eric Nelson. Of 
the eight candidates besides Massey (the 
only outright winner), only Young and 
Nelson came to Merritt for consideration 
in his decision. 
In the one-seat Nursing race no can- 
didate ran. In the one-seat Sciences elec- 
tion, two ballots were cast, both for 
Lysandra Nesmith. In Commerce and In- 
dustry, four ballots were cast, and the 
three seats were filled by Terri Timbes, 
Steven Thompson and James Teague. In 
Engineering, John Thomas won with a 
33.3 percentage. 
In the one-seat Johnstone B race, 28 
ballots, were cast, with Doug Hyatt col- 
lecting   a   71.42   percent   majority   to 
Graham Phillips' 28.57 percent. In a hotly 
contested election in Johnstone E, one 
ballot was cast and the available seats 
were filled by Steve Poole and Eric 
Legloahec. The two seats that were up for 
grabs in Johnstone F were filled by Jim 
Hilkene and James Ward. 
Steve Chapman and Stuart Flanagan 
each garnered 100 percent of the votes in 
the Norris/YMCA race. Seventeen ballots 
were cast in that contest. In Lever, 38 
ballots were cast, and Jeff Holt and 
Vincent Marshel each received 47.4 per- 
cent of the votes to claim the available 
seats. Zack Davidson and Chris Gist 
finished with 28.9 percent and 39.5 per- 
cent, respectively. In the one-seat Byrnes 
race, Janice Garrison won easily with 58.3 
percent, but the slate consisted of five 
candidates. Twelve ballots were cast in 
that contest. In Mauldin, one ballot was 
cast, and Ray Williams garnered the vote 
to win that race. 
Sorority president visits 
by Susan Hagins 
office manager 
Pi Beta Phi Sorority members 
were honored this week by a visit 
from their National Grand Presi- 
dent, Mrs. Carolyn Lichtenberg. 
The Grand President is the top 
advisor of all the Pi Phi chapters 
in the country. 
A reception, organized by 
Laurie Beth Wyrick, was held 
Tuesday afternoon in the Clem- 
son House ballroom. The local 
advisors and presidents of the 
Greek organizations on campus 
were invited, as were represen- 
tatives from the Panhellenic 
Council, the Interfraternity 
Council, and the Pan Greek 
Council. Some university of- 
ficials and Student Body Presi- 
dent Fred Richey also attended. 
At the reception, Mrs. Lichtenberg 
spoke about Pi Phi nationally 
and the Greek system as a whole. 
She also explained some of the 
measures the National Panhellenic 
Council is taking against alcohol 
and drug abuse. 
Prior to arriving in Clemson, 
Mrs. Lichtenberg was in Gatlin- 
burg, Tenn. for a workshop of 
province presidents. A province 
is composed of Pi Beta Phi 
chapters at several colleges in a 
certain geographical area. For ex- 
ample, Epsilon Province is com- 
posed of Clemson University, 
Duke University, University of 
North Carolina, and University 
of Georgia. "During her Clemson 
visit, the Grand President held 
interviews with the Pi Phi of- 
ficers, made suggestions, attended 
the chapter's weekly meeting, 
and met with the Greenville 
Alumnae Club," said Anne 
Perkins, President of Clemson's 
Pi Beta Phi chapter. 
Mrs. Lichtenberg is presently 
serving her third year on Grand 
Council and was a Pi Phi at Ohio 
University. Her daughter recently 
pledged Pi Phi at Miami of Ohio. 
Coming up 
Sept. 26-27 
Sept. 28 
Sept. 29 
Sept. 30 
Sept. 30 
Oct. 1 
Oct. 3 
Oct. 3-4 
Clemson Players Production: "The Curious Savage" by John Patrick, 8 p.m., Daniel 
Hall Auditorium, (656-3043), $2 public, $1 faculty and staff, students free. 
"Second Annual Clemson Walk Against Hunger." Sponsored by Campus Ministers 
Association (654-5071) 1:30 p.m., St. Andrew's Catholic Church. 
President's Fall Honors Convocation: "America's Stake in the Middle East" by John 
West, former S.C. governor and former ambassador to Saudi Arabia. Sponsored by 
the Honors Program (656-4762), 2:30 p.m., 200 Hardin Hall and 8 p.m., Lyles 
Auditorium, Lee Hall, free. 
Placement Orientation for all majors. Sponsored by Cooperative Education and 
Placement (656-2152), 9:30 a.m., Senate Chambers. 
President's Fall Honors Convocation: "Politics in South Carolina and Saudi Arabia" 
by John West. Sponsored by the Honors Program and political science department 
(656-4762), 3:30 p.m., 108 Strode Tower, free. 
Meeting:   "Good Teaching:  The  Student's  View."  For new  faculty members 
12:15 p.m. (656-3022). 
Partial Solar Eclpse Projection. Sponsored by Clemson Area Amateur Astronomers 
(656-5593), 2-4:30 p.m., Kinard Physics Building, free. 
Parents' Weekend. Sponsored by Alumni Council (656-2345). Special and educational 
activities for parents of freshmen. 
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Students challenged to help United Way 
by Jim Hennessey 
news editor 
The University's annual fund- 
raising campaign to support the 
United Way is under way, with 
Student Government taking an 
active role in the attempt to raise 
$60,000 University-wide. 
"The Greek Liason Committee, 
a Student Government commit- 
tee, has challenged all the 
organizations on campus to give 
to the United Way," said 
Melanie Swann, committee 
chairperson. "We have sent let- 
ters to all campus organizations 
challenging them to donate as 
much money as possible to sup- 
port the campaign. 
"The single group that donates 
the largest sum of money will 
receive free use of the Y-barn for 
a one-night party," she said. 
"We felt that this challenge 
was the easiest way to reach the 
majority of students on 
campus," Swann said. "We felt 
that it would be impossible to get 
10,000 people together at one 
time, like last year's Twister 
Blister, so we decided to do this 
where everyone can be involved 
but at their own time." 
Presently the committee has 
received close to $500 in dona- 
tions for the challenge. 
In the Pan Hellenic category: 
Kappa Alpha Theta has donated 
$50, Pi Beta Phis has donated 
$55 and Delta Gamma has 
donated $70. 
In the Pan Greek category, 
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity has 
donated $50. In the Interfrater- 
nity Category: Sigma Alpha Ep- 
silon has pledged $50 and Chi Psi 
has pledged $50. 
In the spirit category, the Rally 
Cats have donated $30. The 
University Choral Ensembles 
have donated $25 in the fine arts 
category. 
Sigma Tau Delta has donated 
$35 and Sigma Tau Epsilon has 
donated $40 in the Honorary 
category. 
The committee also plans 
a "swing-a-thon" beginning 
Oct. 14 and running through 
midnight Oct. 17. 
"We'll have two sets of swings 
on campus. The first one will be 
located on Bowman field so that 
people will see it as they look at 
the Homecoming displays. The 
second swing will be in the Union 
Plaza, just because that is a main 
assembly place for students," 
Swann said. 
"The swing-a-thon will be done 
in 15-minute intervals, with all 
Greek organizations and those 
groups who donated in the chal- 
lenge providing swingers for the 
specified time period. 
"The Duke Power company is 
in charge of United Way fund- 
raising in the Clemson area. This 
is separated into three groups: 
the company itself, the community 
and the University. They have 
asked the University as a whole 
to raise $60,000 and in turn the 
University has asked the stu- 
dents to raise $6,000. 
"The United Way serves as a 
fund-raising body for 20 smaller 
organizations. It is a good group 
to work with and does a fine job 
for these 20 smaller charities," 
Swann said. 
"I hope we will reach our goal 
for the fund raiser. It is the first 
time anything like this has been 
put before the student body of 
Clemson University." 
Former governor set to speak 
Former Governor John West 
will be the speaker at the 1986 
President's Fall Honors Convoca- 
tion. The event will start at 
8 p.m. Monday in Lyles Audi- 
torium of Lee Hall. 
West's speech will be "Ameri- 
ca's Stake in the Middje East," 
and will be followed immediately 
by a reception in Lee Hall 
Gallery. 
West, who besides serving as 
governor, also served as lieute- 
nant governor and state senator, 
is an expert on the Middle East. 
He is a former U.S. ambassador 
to Saudi Arabia. 
Additionally, West is a retired 
Major of the U.S. Army, and a for- 
mer partner in the law firms of 
West, Holland, Furman and 
Cooper, and West, Cooper, 
Bowen, Beard and Smoot. Cur- 
rently, he is a practicing attorney 
and is a distinguished professor 
of Middle East Studies at the 
University of South Carolina. 
Accolades received by Gover- 
nor West include the Army Com- 
medation Medal, and he was 
selected the Knight Commander 
of the Order of Merit by the 
Federal  Republic of Germany. 
Governor West received his B.A. 
from the Citadel and his LIB. from 
the University of South Carolina 
(magna cum laude). 
Speaking out 
by Robert Pentacost 
staff photographer 
^Or uestion: Do you think students should undergo drug tests as 
a factor of admission to the University in a manner like the SAT 
and Achievement tests? 
"No. If they start having drug tests as 
well as all the tests they already have— 
where will the line be drawn? What's 
next, lie detector tests? Drug tests are 
irrelevant   admission   standards. 
Penny Davis 
"No. When students come to Clemson 
they should be given responsibility to 
make their own decisions. If they want 
to take drugs, it's their business, not 
Clemson University's. 
Beth Pruden 
"No. This would be a invasion of 
privacy and the cost of administering 
these tests would be high. Possible ap- 
plications would involve athletes who 
represent our school and who's perform- 
ance could be affected. If this was im- 
plemented on the total population of the 
school's students, the process would 
become far too difficult to manage." 
Lorenzo Sampson 
"No. Because I think the SAT and 
achievement tests are testing the 
students scholastic ability, not what the 
person does with his personal life. 
Bruce Dunlap 
THORNHILL VILLAGE LAUNDROMAT 
LAUNDRY & DRYCLEANING—Drop and Pickup 
two-day service available for students and employees 
Monday-Friday    •    8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
EXCHANGE UNIVERSITY LINEN 
WASH—50<p       DRY—50<p for 45 minutes 
Good only Monday-Friday 
Sept. 26-Oct. 10 
1 FREE WASH & DRY 
(s1 value) 
coupon good only when used at 
Thomhill Village Laundromat 
20% OFF 
Laundry and Drycleaning Bill 
Sept. 26-Oct. 10 
good only Monday-Friday 
coupon good only when used at 
Thornhill Village Laundromat 
Monday-Saturday 8 a.m.-12 a.m. 
Sunday 10 a.m.-12 a.m. 
656-2709 
just off McMillan Road 
MMtfM«MM> AV»Mi*JUM»Aa*XWA*VW.'AVW. 
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Precaution stops 
violent crimes 
Clemson is a fairly small, quiet university in a small, 
quiet town. It seems that we rarely go anyplace without 
seeing people we know. We feel secure here in this quiet, 
little town. 
Unfortunately, there have been two reported rapes on 
campus this semester, and there were at least three 
reported attacks on campus last year. Students, especially 
female students, are in danger when walking about 
campus at night. 
The victims can in no way be held responsible for 
these attacks, but a little common sense and general 
public awareness of the problem may help prevent more 
tragedies of this sort from happening. 
When going across campus at night, students, again 
especially female students, should not walk or even drive 
alone. The police are paid to protect, so call them for a 
ride home if faced with a long walk home in the dark. It's 
protection and free limousine service. 
Walking with a group of friends is also much smarter 
than making a trip across campus alone. Not even a 
rapist is crazy enough to attack girls when they are 
traveling in packs. There really is safety in numbers. 
A major flaw in the layout of the campus is the lack 
of lighting in many areas. For some reason, the 
University is not concerned enough about the problem of 
student attacks to adequately light the entire campus. 
Generally speaking, rapists do not like to be identified, so 
they stay in the dark. With more lights, victims may 
more easily see would-be attackers, and even avoid them. 
The University could also better serve the students 
by providing shuttle transportation around campus after 
dark. Shuttles run to the resident parking lots each night, 
but no place else. More people travel across campus and 
to the library each night than to the resident parking lots. 
Students deserve shuttle transportation to the resident 
parking lots aid across campus. 
Rape and assault are violent crimes of which the 
public should be well aware. The police and University 
have an obligation to provide protection from attack and 
to make the public well aware of any attacks which occur. 
Common sense combined with the realization that there is 
a real threat on campus will prevent the majority of 
attacks. 
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U.S. hangs over Soviet barrel 
One of the latest covers of ' 
"U.S. News and World 
Report" sports two chess 
pieces (one blue, one red) 
with a photo of journalist 
Nicholas Daniloff juxtaposed 
between them; a headline 
reads "Superpower Chess 
Game: Next Move?" 
I thought the cover idea 
is a catchy one. Its-simplicity 
says so much. As 
it turns out, the next move 
was the release of accused 
Soviet spy Gennadi 
Zakharov and accused U.S. 
journalist Daniloff to the 
custody of their respective 
embassies. 
As Daniloff said, "I've 
changed one hotel for a 
much better hotel... I am 
not a free man." And he was 
right. He is not a free man. 
But Daniloff is not the only 
one the Soviets are holding 
captive. 
In their effectively 
executed plan, they have 
taken our government 
hostage as well. Some 
authorities on Russia have 
said that Gorbachev did not 
realize the severity of the 
KGB's action or the 
consequences it would bring. 
I must ask the question, 
"What are the consequences 
it brought?" 
To begin with, the frame- 
up of Daniloff brought 
confused reaction from the 
White House. The State 
Department was mortified; 
President Reagan remained 
calm. The White House 
initially indicated that it 
might be willing to trade 
^ 
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Editor in Chief 
Zakharov for Daniloff. 
Eventually, the President 
yielded to State Department 
pressuring. 
That consequences cost 
the United States, not the 
Soviet Union. Our 
government appeared to 
be running around like a 
chicken with its head cut 
off—exactly what the 
Soviets wanted. 
Trying to regain a 
little composure, the State 
Department expelled 25 
Soviet United Nations 
workers on suspicions of 
spying. Yet the tensions still 
remain. 
When push comes down to 
shove, the United States 
played right into the Soviets' 
hands. All the Russians had 
to do was hint that there 
was a similarity between the 
Daniloff and Zakharov cases. 
Now the cases are 
ulalterably intertwined. No 
longer does the question of 
whether the KGB's action 
was ethical arise because the 
two   cases   are   synonymous 
Speak of one and you're 
speaking of the other. 
The very fact that the 
State Department allowed 
Zakharov to be released into 
the custody of the Soviet 
ambassador does not speak 
well for the confidences that 
the State Department has in 
Daniloff's innocence. It 
played right into the hands 
of the Soviets. 
Though I'm no expert, I 
think the Soviets knew full 
well what they were doing 
when the KGB framed 
Daniloff. It was, in a sense, a 
little old-fashioned plea 
bargaining. The Soviets 
wanted something to hold 
over the president's head 
before the proposed second 
summit between Reagan and 
Gorbachev. 
And now they do. 
"A summit between 
Reagan and Gorbachev is 
not possible as long as Nick 
Daniloff remains in 
captivity," said Sen. Richard 
Lugar (R-Ind.) The senator 
is correct. Under the present 
circumstances, the United 
States would be in an awkward 
position going into any such 
summit. 
This seems to be the only 
foible in the Soviet plan. 
They want a second summit 
badly. With the possibility 
of Reagan's Strategic 
Defense Initiative swinging 
in their faces, the Soviets are 
very much in favor of a 
summit that might possibly 
lead to arms control or 
reduction. 
The best action for the 
United States now is to bide 
its time. If Moscow thinks 
its little charade might not 
have the unsettling effect it 
wants, it might be willing to 
back down. It's unlikely that 
Daniloff is in any danger. 
The Soviets wouldn't hurt 
their ace in the hole. 
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Outdoor campus events demand security 
commentary 
by Tim Crawford 
head photographer  
I've been hearing 
complaints about the First 
Friday concert security two 
weeks ago. People have 
complained that they were 
searched, their beer was 
poured out and that there 
were police all over the place. 
They said, "How can we 
have fun at the amphitheatre 
with all the cops around?" 
"Why can't we drink beer at 
an outdoor concert?" 
To this, I say, "Wake up 
people, there's a state law 
against having an open 
container of alcohol 
anywhere, regardless of your 
age!" This includes the 
Clemson campus. In addition 
to that, the drinking age for 
beer is now 21, effectively 
eliminating all freshmen, 
sophomores, and most 
juniors. 
The answer is simple: you 
can't bring your beer to an 
outdoor concert because it's 
against the law. However, if 
I were a freshman, underage, 
I'd try anything in my 
power to bring beer into a 
concert like that too. 
I know what the security 
was like at "The Rocky 
Horror Picture Show." I 
carried in a six-pack of beer, 
past the security guards and 
the student volunteers. Yes, 
I broke the law by doing 
that, and my reason's 
weren't any better than any 
of the excuses that I've been 
hearing. 
"But what about being 
searched?" they say. "They 
checked my purse and my 
backpack." If they had 
searched bags and backpacks 
and other containers at the 
movie, then maybe Tom 
Fitzgerald wouldn't have 
gotten his "noise cannon" 
into the amphitheatre and in 
the middle of 2,500 people. 
Somebody else complained 
that his toilet paper was 
taken away. I can't 
sympathize with them at all. 
Ever since "Rocky Horror," 
I've had an aversion to 
flying objects, as I'm still 
carrying around an object 
that flew into my chest. 
I also remember last year's 
First Friday pep rally and 
concert. Ara Parsegian 
should remember it too, as 
he was pelted by a roll of 
toilet paper. The Heartfixers 
and the Producers both 
spent the evening dodging 
behind equipment because of 
the flying rolls. 
-1 think I can understand 
the joy of watching a 
perfectly thrown roll of toilet 
paper, gently unrolling as it 
arcs to it's destination. I 
definitely understand what 
it's like when the back of 
your head is the destination. 
That isn't a joy. 
I applaud the revived 
security at outdoor events 
on campus, if it lasts. If the 
increased security prevents 
someone else from bringing 
an explosive device in, then 
it has served its purpose. If 
people feel that it's needless 
harrassment or something 
akin to a police state, then 
I'm sorry. 
As you may know by now, 
I'm one of the innocent 
bystanders that was injured 
a few weeks ago at "The 
Rocky Horror Picture 
Show." Since that night, 
I've been in and out of the 
hospital for a total of 16 
days, this semester is almost 
a washout for me, and the 
piece of shrapnel that nearly 
killed me will remain in my 
lung for the rest of my life. 
If increased security will 
stop an accident like that 
from happening again, and 
save someone from going 
through what I'm going 
through, don't you think 
that it's worth it? 
States turn to schools for economic development 
commentary 
by A. Wayne Bennett 
The Research Investment 
Initiative proposed Friday, 
Aug. 29 by the state's . 
three research universities as 
a strategy for giving South 
Carolina a strong 
technological foundation is 
the latest example of the 
growing involvement of 
higher education in economic 
development and the trend 
toward joint state- 
universities partnerships. 
The involvement of higher 
education has become even 
more extensive recently, as 
evidenced by the recruitment 
of the Microelectronics and 
Computer Technology Corp. 
(MCC) to Austin, Texas. 
Higher education also is 
central to the Industrial 
Technology Institute of the 
University of Michigan, the 
New York State Science and 
Technology Foundation, the 
Ben Franklin Partnership in 
Pennsylvania, and the 
Thomas Alva Edison 
Partnership in Ohio. In all 
cases, high-technology 
economic development is 
being planned, scheduled and 
in many instances 
accelerated rather than being 
left to chance. 
The need to involve higher 
education has been 
necessitated by fundamental 
changes in the American 
industrial scene. In the 
period before high-tech and 
computer automation, state 
inducements for attracting 
industry consisted of an 
abundant supply of workers, 
favorable tax structures, 
suitable plant sites, good 
transportation and good 
community services. 
Usually, the educational 
level required of the workL 
force was low and of minor 
concern. 
Perhaps the most apparent 
change brought about by the 
high-tech evolution is a 
shorter product life cycle. In 
fact, industry is often 
accused of "planned 
obsolescence." Whether it is 
planned or not, the shorter 
life cycle has led to a much 
tighter coupling between 
product design and 
manufacturing, and as a 
result, companies are 
constructing facilities that    ' 
include design and 
development as well as 
manufacturing. 
The more complex nature 
of modern products has 
complicated the 
manufacturing process and 
requires more costly 
production equipment. The 
increase in process 
complexity and the use of 
robots have led to a need for 
more sophisticated support 
systems and a higher level of 
education for employees. 
The general trend toward 
an information-based society 
also has raised the needed 
educational level of the work 
force and changed the 
expected level in the quality 
of life in the community. 
Universities can provide 
the science and engineering 
training, consultants, 
continuing education and 
retraining programs these 
industries need. Laboratory, 
computer and library 
resources of local 
universities also are cited 
frequently as important 
industry needs. 
Companies also look for 
areas that can provide 
advanced degrees, good 
education for families of 
employees, and opportunities 
for cultural activities, all of 
which are improved by the 
proximity of a university. 
This new role of higher 
education in economic 
development has led many 
states to re-evaluate their 
approach to industrial 
recruiting. The number of 
states with development 
programs has grown from 
four in 1979 to more than 35 
today, and nearly all have 
joint initiatives involving 
universities. Although such 
efforts are relatively new, 
they already are paying off 
for the states. 
Austin announced several 
new high-tech tenants in the 
months after MCC's decision 
to locate there. Virginia's 
Center for Innovative 
Technology attracted 12 
aerospace companies in less 
than two years. 
Other notable successes 
include the $56 million in 
matching funds attracted by 
an $18 million investment by 
the state of Pennsylvania. 
The Massachusetts 
Technology Development 
Corp. has invested $6 million 
in 27 companies, which was 
matched by $50 million from 
private sources. The 
Advanced Technology 
Development Center at 
Georgia Tech has spawned 
several companies with 
multi-million dollar revenues. 
Even though there were no 
special links between 
universities and states in the 
development of Silicon 
Valley in California or Route 
128 in Boston, the influence 
of pre-eminent, research- 
oriented universities such as 
Stanford and M.I.T. cannot 
be denied. 
South Carolina already has 
made one significant 
commitment to the future 
with the Education 
Improvement Act, which will 
enhance secondary education 
in the state. The Research 
Investment Initiative, which 
calls on the three major 
universities to work together 
in enhancing higher 
education and research 
activities, is the next logical 
step. 
Newspaper overlooks accuracy in motorcycle accident story 
letters 
We would like to take a few 
moments to look back on the 
brief article about the accident 
that took Keel Dodd's life. Jim 
Hennessey, where did you find 
witnesses that saw Keel Dodd 
returning intoxicated from the 
First Friday concert in the 
amphitheater? Keel didn't go to 
the concert, nor even the 
parade. 
On the evening of Sept. 12, 
Keel was eagerly awaiting the 
arrival of his brother from 
Charleston. He had spent a 
large part of the night on the 
phone talking to his fiancee of 
one week. The time with us was 
spent talking about his 
upcoming wedding and plans 
for a B-B-Q after the Va. Tech 
game. Imagine how we felt 
when The Tiger stated "He had 
an argument with his friends." 
No one argued. In fact, I cannot 
remember Keel being happier. 
All we have left of Keel is our 
memory of him. I know of no 
one who gave more of himself to 
others than Keel. He took full 
advantage of life. He was a hard 
worker in the classroom and out 
who was anticipating job offers 
before his December graduation. 
The close friends of Keel Dodd 
who were there on that tragic 
night would appreciate it if The 
Tiger would please have the 
courtesy and take the energy to 
get the facts straight, especially 
in matters of such sensitivity. 
Thomas J. Ward 
Security 
needed 
I would like to comment on 
some remarks made in the 
column in the last issue of The 
Tiger (Sept. 19 issue) by Ernest 
Gibbs. The column was entitled 
"Will Amphitheatre Become 
Prison?" and expressed 
Mr. Gibbs' concern that the 
recent crackdown on the 
campus by university police 
could be "Big Brother on the 
move." Police officers were 
checking for violations of the 
state and University drinking 
laws, and violators had to pom- 
out their drinks if caught. 
Mr. Gibbs' opinion was that 
was unnecessary, because 
"when we came to college we 
came as adults and should be 
treated as such." 
Perhaps when "adult college 
students" stop trying to sneak 
in alcohol to outdoor events, in 
violation of rules found in the 
student handbook, then the 
police won't have to go around 
and check coolers. 
What would happen if some 
"adult college students" didn't 
try to blow up themselves and 
others with "noise cannons," or 
don't try to drive automobiles 
or motorcycles while 
intoxicated? I worked as a 
student firefighter/EMT during 
the last two years, and I have 
lost count of the number of 
"adult college students" I have 
had to take to local hospitals 
because they were acting like 
very mature and responsible 
adults; the only good I can say 
is that most of them survived. 
In short, Mr. Gibbs, when 
some members of the student 
body learn to act like adults, 
then the rest of the student 
body might get the treatment 
you claim appropriate. However, 
simply being a college student 
does not entitle one to such 
treatment. Being an adult and 
being treated as such is not a 
right of age or academics, but is 
a privilege that must be earned 
by showing the necessary 
degree of maturity and conduct 
expected in an adult. 
Frank (B.J.) Backitis 
Obnoxious 
fanfare 
I am a student at Clemson 
University, my husband and I 
have a three-year-old son who 
already at this young age, 
possesses "tiger-mania". We 
truly thought that he would 
enjoy seeing a Clemson football 
game. Upon this belief, we 
purchased tickets for the first 
home game. While awaiting 
kick-off, my son, Joshua, was 
struck in the face with a roll of 
toilet paper. He suffered a 
cracked Up and needless to say, 
the rest of the game was neither 
pleasant for him nor us. I had 
to take him behind the stands 
to calm him and (in his own 
words) he said, "I not want to 
go back down there, somebody 
hit me again." This incident 
could have been prevented if 
someone would have thought 
twice before engaging in such a 
action. We, as Clemson 
students, do not need to show 
enthusiasm for our team by 
throwing rolls of toilet paper or 
anything else for that matter. 
This letter was not written for 
the sake of my child, nothing 
can be done about what has 
already occurred, but for the 
sake of other children and fans. 
Please . . . think before you 
throw coke, ice, or toilet 
paper—you may be injuring an 
innocent person. 
Joni Harrison 
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Court system helps students 
by Patricia Ventura 
staff writer 
As an instrument for en- 
forcing the Student Regula- 
tions, the Student Judicial 
System is concerned with 
protecting the rights of stu- 
dents, both those accused of 
violating regulations and 
those affected by such 
violations. 
—Student Handbook 
The students' right and rules, 
listed in the Student Handbook, 
are protected and interpreted by 
the judicial branch of Student 
Government by allowing students 
to appeal unjust punishments. 
"The courts are a way to ar- 
bitrate cases so students aren't 
just charged and punished. It's 
trial by your peers; a way to get 
the facts behind the case," said 
Attorney General Peggy Boyd. 
The three courts in the judicial 
branch handle literally thou- 
sands of cases per year, with the 
Supreme Court handling only a 
few select cases per semester. The 
trial court hear close to 200 cases 
a year, while the traffic review 
board hears 100 cases a week, 
about 3200 a year. 
Student Traffic Review Board 
Every Monday through Thurs- 
day the STRB is in session from 
3:30 to 5:30, with three of the 21 
STRB judges presiding on a 
given day. The judges research 
each case beforehand, and each 
week, one judge will do indepth 
research of all cases to the point of 
going out to actual parking lots to 
see if all parking signs are posted. 
"We take some pressure off the 
Pickens County Magistrate, who 
would otherwise hear all appeals, 
while we provide a service to 
students. We let them appeal to 
other students; we know parking 
is a bad problem too," said Mark 
Yarborough, the STRB director. 
Parking ticket appeals must be 
made within five working days of 
the date the ticket was issued and 
are made in the lobby of the Stu- 
dent Government building. The 
STRB voids about half of all 
tickets appealed. 
Trial Court 
Trial court operates very dif- 
ferently from the STRB. Cases 
dealing with residence violations, 
such as theft, possesion of fire- 
works, and visitation violations, 
are heard. Last year 177 cases 
were handled by the court and 40 
were declared not guilty. Seventy- 
two of the cases received restitu- 
tion, which is doing labor for the 
University. 
The cases taken to court are 
tried by student judges who, as 
Doug Stalnaker, co-chairperson of 
trail court, puts it, "are not hang- 
ing judges." 
"We are enforcers of the Resi- 
dent Assistants. The majority of 
those who come to court are 
freshmen and sophomores, but 
we're a good determent because 
we rarely see them a second 
time," he said. 
Attorney General Peggy Boyd, 
who decides with Dean Kirk 
Brague which cases go to court, 
says the administration trusts the 
court's findings. 
"They have the right to over- 
rule the court's decisions, but 
they never have. They back us up 
all the time and let us handle our 
problems," she said. 
The Supreme Court 
The Supreme Court handles ap- 
peals of trial court decisions. 
While they do not hear all cases, 
they do hear any they think were 
unfairly tried in the trial court. 
This year the Supreme Court 
will be actively hearing cases of 
constitutionality, including a pro- 
posed constitutional amendment 
to give the student body presi- 
dent the power of line item veto. 
Student representation debated 
by Andrew Cauthen 
copy editor 
The Student Senate convened 
for its second regular meeting 
Monday, with 12 uncontested 
Senate seats still open due to 
lack of interest. 
President Pro Temp Rob 
Franklin suggested that the 
Senate consider a plan to reap- 
portion voter precincts in an at- 
tempt to insure the representa- 
tion of every student in the 
Senate. 
Student Senate 
Student Senate President Ron 
Merritt reported to the Senate 
that the Supreme Court ruled 
that another election is to be held 
for the residents of Clemson 
House and Barnett dorms. Resi- 
dents of each of these dorms 
challenged the election results, 
accusing the polls in each case of 
being poorly manned. 
In other business, Merritt 
made   a   few   appointments   to 
Senate positions. They were Ed 
Pennabaker — parliamentarian; 
Gary Massey—chaplain; and for 
the finance committee, Joey Hall, 
with William Bowen, alternate. 
Oct. 10-12, the Student Senate 
will go on a leadership retreat at 
Camp Pinnacle in North Carolina. 
The retreat's theme is "Rising to 
New Heights." The guest speaker 
will be the Honorable Harvey 
Gantt, an honor graduate of Clem- 
son University and twice mayor of 
Charlotte, N.C. 
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University selected for convention 
by Jim Hennessey 
news editor 
Representatives of more than 
200 colleges and universities 
from across the country will 
travel to Clemson Sept. 10-13, 
1987, for the National Student 
Alumni Conference. 
"This is a meeting that brings 
people together from all over the 
country to share ideas and key 
motivations that will assist in 
the development of strong stu- 
dent alumni programs," said 
Brian O'Rourke of the University 
Alumni Association. 
"This annual convention is a 
time for schools to share ideas to 
make their respective institutions 
better. In the past, Clemson has 
brought programs like the Alumni 
Band and Orange Carpet Days to 
the conference to demonstrate 
how we work on the Clemson 
campus. As a matter of fact, 
Orange Carpet Days has become 
a widely used method of recruit- 
ment at other schools because of 
its development here at Clemson." 
The University was chosen to 
host the 1987 conference during 
this year's recent national 
meeting at the University of 
California at Santa Barbara. 
More than 500 students and 
council advisers from over 200 in- 
stitutions are expected to par- 
ticipate in next year's confer- 
ence, O'Rourke said. 
"Clemson-will do all the plan- 
ning for the event. We hope to 
use available resources to make 
the weekend a great experience," 
he said. "We will try to work 
with the Strom Thurmond Insti- 
tute, the Calhoun Honors Col- 
lege, ARA Food Services, the 
athletic department and high 
level University officials to make 
the convention a success. 
"We want to fulfill our obliga- 
tion as a council, which is to 
make students aware that the 
alumni work to better present 
students' lives at Clemson; with 
a convention of this sort, we can 
fulfill this obligation to the Clem- 
son University students." 
Clemson's Student Alumni 
Council stays busy throughout 
the year by sponsoring programs 
that bring students and alumni 
together, help attract top stu- 
dents to the University and 
recognize the University's out- 
standing faculty. 
Computer Center receives boost 
by Todd Endicott 
staff writer 
The University Computer 
Center's network of VAX com- 
puters received a large boost in 
processing power last Friday 
with the addition of a Digital 
Equipment Corporation VAX 
8650 minicomputer. 
It is classified as a minicom- 
puter not because of its size (it is 
actually quite large), but in terms 
of its speed. A typical minicom- 
puter is far faster than a home 
Student 
charged 
in assault 
"The State" newspaper 
reported Wednesday that Uni- 
versity basketball player Jerry 
Pryor has been accused of ag- 
gravated assault after his former 
girlfriend claimed he struck her 
and threatened to kill her. 
Pryor, a sophomore liberal 
arts major, was arrested in 
Bulloch County, Georgia and 
was released on $1,000 bond over 
the weekend, sheriffs deputies 
said. He is scheduled to answer 
the charges Nov. 3 in Bulloch 
Superior Court. 
According to the athletic 
department Pryor returned to 
school after posting the bond 
Saturday. 
Pryor has been placed on pro- 
bation by the athletic depart- 
ment pending the outcome of the 
Nov. 3 hearing. 
The athletic department hs a 
policy that automatically 
suspends an indicted student- 
athlete from competition until 
the pending case is resolved. 
Pryor's former girlfriend, 
Evelyn Gamble of Brooklet, Ga., 
told deputies that Pryor had hit 
her with his hands and feet, and 
pulled a knife on her and 
threatened to kill her after he and 
a friend had taken her from a 
friend's house. 
Betty Gamble, the girl's 
mother, told police that Pryor 
had telephoned their home and 
asked to speak to the girl but she 
refused. 
The mother said that Pryor 
had learned that her daughter 
was visiting friends in 
Statesboro, Ga. and he drove 
there with a friend, where the 
two of them allegedly forced her 
into the back seat of a car where 
the attack occurred. 
'The Tiger' 
will hold 
elections for 
business 
manager 
Wednesday 
computer,   but   significantly 
slower than a mainframe. 
The 8650, called node PRISM 
in the VAX network, takes the 
place of two VAX 11/780's. 
These older machines were 
similar to but less powerful than 
the new machine. An 8650 runs 
approximately six times as fast 
as an 11/780, so the new machine 
can easily handle the workload of 
the two older models. So in ef- 
fect, "we have one machine 
replacing two machines, generat- 
ing   less   heat,   and   it's   more 
powerful than the other two com- 
bined," said system admini- 
strator Mike Marshall. 
The VAXes, Wated >r the 
basement of Riggs Hall, are not 
as well known by the general stu- 
dent body as the IBM 308IK 
mainframe is. Some primary 
users of the VAXes are the Clem- 
son University Forestry and 
Agricultural Network, upper- 
level computer science students, 
"hackers," and those with 
graphics processing or other 
specialized needs. 
Tim Crawford/head photographer Paw power 
A large electronic billboard, called the "largest tiger 
paw in America," has been erected on the South stands of 
Memorial Stadium. 
IP YOUR BOOKSTORE DOESN'T 
CARRY SHARP CALCULATORS, 
CALL AND COMPLAIN. 
Sharp calculators are designed 
first in their class. 
Our EL-533 financial calculator 
for example, has twenty memo- 
ries compared to just five for the 
competition. So it lets you do 
complex calculations like dis- 
counted cash flow 
analysis. 
For those who 
prefer lab coats to 
pinstripes, there's 
our EL-506A scien- 
tific calculator. With 
its 10-digit display, 
"direct formula entry 
Fand 93 scientific func- 
tions, it makes per- 
"forming even the most 
difficult calculations easy as pi. 
And because it's sleek, slim and 
stylish, you'll never look out of 
step as science marches on. 
The fact is, Sharp makes all 
kinds of ingenious little calcula- 
tors that can help get you 
through college. And help you 
pay for it. 
Because unlike college... 
they're surprisingly affordable. 
Calculators, Audio, A/V Equipment. Banking 
Systems, Broadcast Cameras, Cash Registers. 
Computers and Peripherals, Copiers, Electronic 
Components, Electronic Typewriters. Facsimile, 
Medical Products, Microwave Ovens, Televisions, 
Vacuum Cleaners, Video Recorders © 1986 Sharp 
Electronics Corporation, Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, New 
Jersey 07430 
FROM SHARP MINDS 
COME SHARP PRODUCTS" 
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Professor speaks out at Star Wars forum 
_* .,„„ mav already be Davi 
by Richard Edwards 
circulation manager 
The controversial plan for the Strategic 
Defense Initiative or "Star Wars" was 
the topic of an open forum led by 
Dr. Howard Ris of the Union of Concern- 
ed Scientists, Tuesday in the Student 
Senate Chambers. 
"Star Wars, right now, is the number 
one, most expensive military program in 
the United States." Ris said. "It has 
quickly came from nowhere and in three 
years has become the number one priority 
for President Reagan." 
"The task of space defense is to stop 
Soviet missies and warheads from 
reaching their targets in the United 
States," he said. "Before doing that we 
must determine what an attack would 
look like. The typical flight path of a 
Soviet missile takes about a half hour. It 
travels at something like 15,000 or 17,000 
miles an hour. 
"They are launched from missile fields 
throughout the Soviet Union most of 
them along the Trans-Siberian Railway in 
the middle and eastern part of the 
country. 
"The first phase of flight for a ballistic 
missile is called the boost phase. That is 
Rape 
from page one 
the incident, but did not hear any 
screams or cries from the victim. 
"The young lady reported 
screaming several times, but 
nobody heard any of the cries," 
Clausen said. "If the officers 
didn't hear anything, I'm sure 
that someone with an open dorm 
window in Johnstone would have 
heard the scream." 
"The girl did not commit to a 
medical seach by a doctor. She 
probably didn't know that all 
medical results are kept ex- 
tremely confidential between pa- 
tient and doctor," Clausen said. 
"The girl had bathed and re- 
moved her clothes. If she was ex- 
amined, University police might 
have found evidence to lead them 
to the man. 
"All young women should 
realize that evidence found in the 
medical search and in the ex- 
amination of clothes will provide 
greater opportunity to find the 
culprit." 
It has been estimated that a 
woman is raped every seven 
minutes in this country and that 
less than half of these incidents 
are actually reported. "If a 
woman has been raped, she needs 
to report the incident to the 
police department immediately. 
She should not bathe or change 
clothes, and she should go to 
Redfern for assistance," said 
McCrary. 
Women interested in protect- 
ing themselves from being raped 
should follow these guidelines: 
1. Always walk with a friend 
in well-lit, populated areas. 
2. Always keep doors and win- 
dows locked in cars and dor- 
mitories. 
3. Don't admit strangers into 
your room. 
4. Be familiar with the area in 
which you are walking. 
5. Be alert and aware of your 
surroundings at all times. 
6. If someone follows you and 
rushes toward you, scream or yell 
"fire," and run to a lighted area. 
7. Let a friend know what time 
you plan to be home. 
The University Police Depart- 
ment offers rape awareness 
brochures, courses in rape risk 
reduction, and even a film made 
on this campus about rape. Indi- 
viduals or groups are encouraged 
to call the police department to 
make arrangements for obtain- 
ing this information. Taking pre- 
cautions should minimize a 
woman's possibility of becoming 
a sexual assault victim. 
when the rockets flame is burning brightly, 
just as in the launch of a space shuttle, 
and that is used to get the rocket off the 
ground and into the jet stream. This 
phase of ignition and take-off takes about 
three to five minutes. 
"When it clears the atmosphere, the 
rocket stops burning and at that point, 
the warhead bus separates from the 
missile and begins to drop off warheads, 
just like a school bus would drop off 
pupils. The heaviest Soviet missiles today 
carry 10 warheads. 
Ris said that the Soviet Union presently 
has 3,000 land-based missiles along the 
Trans-Siberian Railway. 
"As the warheads begin to descend on 
the United States, toward the last 15 
minutes of the 30-minute attack period, 
all the extraneous material burns up in 
the atmosphere because of friction, and 
then the warheads, which are designed 
not to be destroyed on entry, will 
penetrate the atmosphere and land at 
specific targets in the United States." 
Ris said that space defense systems fall 
into two basic categories: directed energy 
weapons, which are the "Darth Vader" 
like beams of light, and the second class is 
kenetic energy weapons. 
"Directed Energy weapons are lasers, 
powered by chemical explosions oi 
nuclear explosions. Some of these 
weapons are based in space and others are 
based on land. And the kenetic weapons, 
which rather than using beams of light or 
energy, are designed to destroy a target 
by just smashing into it." 
"The idea is to establish some sort ol 
layered defense. The first layer would try 
to combat the boost phase of a Soviet 
launch using directed energy weapons. 
The problem is that in this phase we only 
have two or three minutes to react. So if 
the Soviets make a launch we will have to 
work very quickly to make a viable 
reaction. 
"The missiles that get through that 
first phase would then encounter a second 
layer of defense. This probably would con- 
tain a mixture of directed energy weapons 
and kinetic attack vehicles. 
"In the final phase, you would not only 
have some more of the star wars weapons, 
but you would also have our own set of 
small missiles to try and intercept the re- 
maining Soviet warhead. 
"Star Wars or S.D.I, is an issue that we 
all must think about hard and perhaps 
harder than anything else for a couple of 
reasons," Ris said. "The first is that some 
of you y p y ng taxes, and 
those of you who aren't will soon after you 
graduate from college. 
"A good chunk of your spare change al- 
ready goes to defense, most of it is prop- 
erly used, some if it is abused. If star wars 
continues to go ahead, there will be a lot 
more of your money going to the defense 
department. 
"Secondly, you are the ones who, 20 or 
30 years down the road that will have to 
live with star wars. Not only the burden of 
cost will be yours, but there could be or- 
bitting battle stations over your heads. 
"It could be America or they could be 
Soviet. They could work effectively or 
they may not. This is a program that 
deals with blocks of time of decades, not 
tomorrow or next week." 
The Union of Concerned Scientists was 
formed 17 years ago and has a member- 
ship of more than 10,000 people world- 
wide. Fifteen or 20 thousand of its 
members are scientists, concerned 
primarily with physical and nuclears 
sciences. 
The group does technical research and 
policy analysis on major issues such as 
S.D.I., the MX missile plan and the 
nuclear freeze question. 
How to get into the library at 3 a.m. 
If you can't quite squeeze your re- 
search into a regular 9-5 day, you need 
KNOWLEDGE INDEX?" In minutes, 
you'll locate the articles you need from 
millions contained in over 10,000 jour- 
nals covering all disciplines. Best of all, 
you use KNOWLEDGE INDEX nights 
and weekends, when the library may 
be closed. 
No special equipment or program- 
ming skills are required. All you need is 
a personal computer and a modem to 
access many of the same online data- 
bases used in campus libraries. 
But convenience isn't the only advan- 
tage. We'll automatically charge your 
VISA, Mastercard, or American Express 
account, so paying for KNOWLEDGE 
INDEX couldn't be easier. And since you 
use Knowledge Index during the hours 
libraries and businesses don't, you 
save money. 
Sign up and receive $10 off the 
start up fee. Forget about rushing to 
the library before it closes. Just get 
KNOWLEDGE INDEX. An idea that's 
long overdue. 
For information, call 800-3-Dialog. 
Or write: KNOWLEDGE INDEX, Dialog 
Information Services, Inc., 3460 Hillview 
Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304. 
| FIND OUT ABOUT IT. 1 
For your $10 discount coupon 
and more information on 
KNOWLEDGE INDEX, contact 
the reference desk at 
Robert M. Cooper Library. 
DIALOG* 
A subsidiary of Lockheed Corp. 
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More than four inches of rain in the past month has 
lessened the impact of the summer drought on Lake Hart- 
well. 
The lake had fallen to 14 inches below normal in 
September. University officials say that level has climbed to 
10 inches. 
The University has lifted its water restrictions that were 
imposed August 5. 
NEW HORIZONS TRAVEL 
Cancun 
3 nights 
$199 
4 nights 
$229 
Fall Break 
Jamaica 
3 nights 
$269 
4 nights 
$289 
Nassau 
3 nights 
$259 
4 nights 
$289 
654-3890   •   Tiger Boulevard at College Ave. 
MEDICAL SCHOOL 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
YOU RECEIVE 
1. Full tuition and required fees 
2. Reimbursement for books/supplies 
3. Rental fees for microscopes, etc. 
4. A monthly cash payment directly to 
you of $626.00. 
5. And more.. .Call us for all the facts 
at no obligation. 
Scholarships are limited and you must app- 
ly NOW for benefits that will begin in the 
fall of 1987. 
CALL: 1-800-922-2135 in South Carolina or 
write: 
NAVY MEDICAL PROGRAMS 
P.O. BOX 2711 
Columbia, SC 29202-2711 
ATTN: Mad Dept. 
* 
GEORGIA 
28 
TIME 
0:00 
CLEMSON 
31 
THANK YOU 
To the Clemson students, Tiger Band, 
Cheerleaders, and the many other Clemson 
supporters that made the trip to Athens last 
Saturday. The victory over the DAWGS 
certainly would not have been possible without 
your support. Thank you and see you in Atlanta. 
$ 
<C^fr- 
"7 / 
Coach Danny Ford 
and Entire Staff and Team 
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Residence Hall Association bridges gaps 
by Jim Hennessey 
news editor 
"Clemson's new bridge builders are not 
necessarily Civil Engineers," said Randy 
O'Kelley, programming director of the 
Clemson University Residence Hall 
Association. "There has long existed a 
gap between Student Government and 
the resident students. 
"That is not a problem unique to the 
Clemson campus. It is the purpose of the 
Clemson University Resident Hall 
Association (CURHA), formerly known as 
the Interdormitory Council, to try and 
bridge that gap." 
"Last year TAPS, in its coverage of 
Twister Blister, assessed the project as a 
failure and a result of student apathy. I 
think that Student Government does not 
always have sufficient students to carry 
out such large-scale projects. 
"CURHA has identified the problem as 
pertaining to all students in general, but 
especially those resident students in the 
fraternities and sororities because they 
have their own active programming, close 
contact with Student Government and 
the office of student life." 
Some of the issues that CURHA has 
identified as important are community 
and social interaction, student govern- 
ment input and continuous leadership 
development.   The   overall   goal   is   to 
"foster a sense of community, a sense of 
involvement and belonging." 
CURHA was the driving force behind 
the new Student Senate rule that requires 
senators from each residence hall to meet 
with and/or keep in contact with his con- 
stituents at least once a month via the 
Residence Hall Councils. 
All presidents and vice presidents of the 
Residence Hall Councils comprise the 
CURHA. 
The president of the CURHA is now a 
member of the student body vice presi- 
dent's cabinet. He is also a non-voting 
member of the senate housing committee. 
"We expect the new structure to sig- 
nificantly   improve   student   input   to 
government and administration, voter 
participation, as well as the ability to do 
campus-wide projects," O'Kelley said. 
CURHA receives more than $17,000 
from the Housing Office—which comes 
directly from the student fees collected at 
the University. 
"One of the biggest challenges we must 
face is social interaction with regard to 
the increase of the drinking age," 
O'Kelley said. 
CURHA is sponsoring lectures and pro- 
grams on group dynamics and leadership 
development. A close relationship with 
the student union is being sought in order 
to make students more aware of programs 
already available on campus. 
^*^^s SUNGLASSES 
ANDERSON MALL    •    ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
TELEPHONE (803) 224-3854 
SUNCLOUD 
He f&fcM- "ZTwkMHkXN 1 
1908 LAURENS RD. • 288-5905 or 288-5920 • GREENVILLE, S.C. 
UICTORIR SQUARE 
OOUNTOUN CLEHSON 
RCROSS FROM THE 
S?l7cE 654-7844 
MOVIES 
INCLUDING TOP 40 HITS IN THE NATION 
99o - ■= °VER 160° 
$C VCR's 
EA. MOVIE
Overnight 
OPEN 
MON.-THURS. 10 a.m.-8 p.m. 
FRI.-SAT. 10 a.m.-10 p.m. 
SUNDAYS 1-8 p.m. 
NEW "TIGER TERRITORY" FOR SALE 
A GREAT 
LOCATION 
ADJOINING 
CLEMSON 
UNIVERSITY 
2-, 3-, 4-BEDROOM DESIGNER VILLAS 
FROM $72,500 to $150,000 
Only 
2 miles 
from 
Death 
Valley 
Stadium 
A 
Clemson 
Family 
Since 
1896 
PAUL SCOTT NEWTON-Licensed and bonded 
General Contractor 
ELISABETH W. NEWTON—Designer 
GOLDEN WOODS PLAZA-CLEMSON 
654-4339 or 654-4344 or 654-1302 
-ORGANIZATIONS- 
Deadline to return 
group shot contracts 
for the 1987 TAPS is 
Friday, Oct. 3. 
A brief history and payment 
must be submitted with the 
contract before an appointment 
for the group shot can be made. 
Refer questions to Debbie Myers at TAPS 
902 Student Union 656-2379 
'Rvcrways to leave 
the packbehind 
Apple® has two ways to put you ahead 
of the competition. And keep you there. 
Just take part in a five minute 
demonstration of the Macintosh™ per- 
sonal computer. 
You'll see how Macintosh can 
help you work better, faster and smarter. 
You'll also qualify to win a Trek* 
12-speed touring bike. And you'll walk 
away with a free bicycle cap. 
Macintosh and aTrek bike. 
Both will do more than help you 
get ahead. Both will take you 
anywhere you want to go. 
ENTER AUGUST 18-SEPTEMBER 25 
COMPUTER CENTER 
for more information call the Help Desk at 3494 
lafai^.lM\aHdisfaugm*lMkte 
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Former employee charged with breach of trust 
A former employee of the University's 
Institutional Advancement Division has 
been charged with breach of trust in con- 
nection with an incident of alleged check 
altering. 
Deborah Jones of Pendlton is accused 
of altering vendor checks issued by the 
Clemson Foundation and depositing them 
to her personal bank account. Jones 
voluntarily acknowledged the discrepancy 
to her supervisor on Aug. 22, and he 
reported it to the University's internal 
auditor and police. Jones cooperated with 
authorities in their investigation. 
According to the University Police 
Department report, 13 checks from the 
Foundation totalling $5,561.12 were 
deposited to Jones' account between 
Nov. 13, 1985, and Aug. 13, 1986. 
She was arraigned on a single charge of 
breach of trust before Magistrate John 
Robinson on Sept. 16, and released on a 
personal recognizance bond pending trial. 
University officials say Jones is seeking 
acceptance into pretrail intervention 
through the 13th Circuit solicitor's office. 
Jones left the University payroll on 
Aug. 22. 
Clemson to host 
surgical convention 
Scientists and researchers whose work 
involves surgical experimentation on 
animals will tackle the volatile issue of ac- 
creditation at the annual meeting of the 
Academy for Surgical Research set for 
Oct. 31-Nov. 1 at the University. 
A panel representing veterinarians and 
News Digest 
University 
requests 
bonds 
by Ken Crowder 
associate news editor 
The University will ask the 
state for capital improvement 
bonds totaling $105 million over 
the next six years, according to a 
report presented to the board of 
trustees by David Larson, vice 
president for business and 
finance. 
About half of the money, $51.5 
million, will be used for new 
research facilities. Most of this 
sum will fall under the University's 
"Second Century Plan," which is 
an overall plan for expanding 
research and public service. 
$24.8 million of the bonds will 
be used to complete major reno- 
vations to Brackett, Long, and 
Freeman halls. $16.6 million is 
tagged for the University's 
asbestos abatement program, 
while $12 million is earmarked 
for improving utility systems, 
maintenance and making modifi- 
cations to buildings to meet 
federal handicapped regulations. 
The University has previously 
said that they will need approx- 
imately $197 million over the 
next five years to implement the 
plan, with about half of that be- 
ing requested from the state. 
Join 
The Tiger 
news staff 
today. 
Call 4006 
physicians, technicians, federal regula- 
tory agencies, animal welfare representa- 
tives and industry will debate the ques- 
tion of whether people who perform 
surgery on laboratory animals should be 
accredited, under what criteria and by 
whom. 
The Nov. 1 discussion will highlight the 
meeting, which also features more than 40 
scientific paper presentations, and proba- 
bly will lead to publication of a position 
paper on the subject. 
"The daily care of laboratory animals 
used for research is pretty well legislated, 
but what isn't covered is who is allowed to 
experiment on them," says Andreas von 
Recum, head of bioengineering at the host 
university. "The fields that use animals 
range from the cosmetics industry to 
medical and pharmaceutical research 
laboratories. The academy's membership 
covers all of them as well as academic and 
regulatory interests, so this group's deci- 
sion on the issue should have significant 
impact." 
While much animal research involves 
physicians or veterinarians, von Recum 
says it isn't unusual to see surgery being 
performed by technicians, chemists or 
other people with science degrees but no 
background in anatomy and animal physi- 
ology. 
Opposition to accreditation would most 
likely come from industries seeing the 
cost advantages of hiring non-medic 
personnel to handle such surgery. Pr /- 
ponents counter with economic as well is 
humanitarian arguments: They say ac- 
creditation will save industry money 
because skilled surgeons who can correctly 
interpret research results tend to use 
fewer animals. 
The conference is co-sponsored by the 
Medical University of South Carolina, the 
University of South Carolina and the 
University of Georgia. 
Fleming selected to 
advisory council 
The director of the Strom Thurmond In- 
stitute, Horace Fleming, has been ap- 
pointed to serve on the National 
Volunteer Advisory Council. 
The National Advisory Council pro- 
vides advice to the Director of ACTION, 
the national volunteer agency, and also 
selects the recipients of the President's 
Volunteer ACTION Awards. 
Sen. Strom Thurmond recommended 
Fleming for the position, citing his 
development of the Institute's program in 
"Voluntarism and Civic Participation." 
"I know that Dr. Fleming will contrib- 
ute greatly to the council and I am pleased 
that he has been chosen for such a 
distinguished position," Thurmond said. 
Freshmen Parents' 
Weekend planned 
Reservations are due today for the 
University's Freshman Parents' 
Weekend. 
The alumni association will sponsor a 
weekend of special activities Oct. 3-4 for 
parents of freshmen. 
The program will give parents a look at 
the University community through lec- 
tures, tours, receptions and the Clemson- 
Citadel football game. 
One of the university's best-known 
teachers, history Professor Jerome Reel, 
will speak Oct. 3 on "The History of 
Clemson." 
A shuttle service will operate Oct. 4 be- 
tween Memorial Stadium and the Hyatt 
Regency in Greenville, weekend head- 
quarters, to help parents get to and from 
the game. 
To make reservations for the weekend 
or to get more information call the Alumni 
Center at 656-2345. 
University helps area 
schools' programs 
Special education programs in area 
schools have received special attention 
from the University. 
The College of Education has loaned for 
a year 12 Texas Instruments computers 
to schools in Pickens, Anderson and 
Oconee counties for use in their special 
education programs. 
Teachers from the schools were on hand 
Sept. 19 to pick up the computers which 
should be ready to use this week. 
"We were phasing them out of our Com- 
puterVantage program and didn't want 
them going to waste," says Chris Peters, 
director of ComputerVantage, Clemson's 
mobile computer lab that visits schools 
across the state. 
QUESTION #2. 
HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS 
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY? 
a) Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on 
out-of -state calls during nights and weekends. 
b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do 
just fine. 
c) Save 40% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state 
calls during evenings. 
d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality 
service. 
e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them 
pick up the tab whenever possible. 
If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere, 
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should 
know that AT&T Long Distance Service is the right choice for you 
si^v* AT&T offers so many terrific values. For example, you 
can save over 50% off AT&T's day rate on calls during 
weekends until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm 
Sunday through Friday. 
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm, 
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 40% 
off our day rate. 
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you 
..immediate credit if you do. And of course, you can count on 
AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call. 
To find out more about how AT&T can help_save you money, 
give us a call. With a little luck, you won'thave tonang around with 
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, atTSOO 222-0300- ^      ,/ 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
©1986 AT&T 
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Campus Bulletin 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Alpha Epsilon Delta and Delta Sigma 
Nu will host a representative from the 
Medical University of South Carolina on 
Tuesday, Sept. 30, from 2 to 9 p.m. in the 
Jordan Room. A general interest presen- 
tation on all programs at MUSC will be 
presented at 7:30 p.m. All students wel- 
come. For individual conferences please 
call Ken Wagner at 3835. 
Grab your bike and helmet for the Clem- 
son Cafe Racers' Fall Colons Poker Run, 
Saturday, Oct. 11, starting 10 to 11 a.m. 
at Kawasaki of Seneca, 882-6787. A de- 
lightful ride through the mountains of 
North and South Carolina, the ride will 
end in Walhalla with barbecue and re- 
freshments at the end. Door prizes and 
best hand gets 20 percent. 
Anyone with information about a 
motorcycle rider who caused malicious 
damage to property—skid marks in yard, 
dogwood tree split, etc.—at the corner of 
Dogwood and Wigington, downtown 
Clemson, between Friday, Sept. 19 and 
9 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 20, please call 
654-6868 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. and 
leave a message. Reward offered for infor- 
mation leading to arrest. The motorcycle 
may be blue and would have a broken 
headlight. 
Douglas C. Johns and George K. Milam, 
DHEC directors of Appalachia Districts I 
and II respectively, will talk to the Sierra 
Club's Foothills Group members on the 
timely subject of "Water—It's Sources, 
Treatment, and Pollution," Oct. 7. Both 
officials have in-depth experience on 
water treatment in this area and are pre- 
pared to answer questions from the audi- 
ence after their presentation. The meeting 
will be held at the Unitarian Fellowship 
Center, 303 Pendleton Road, Clemson, at 
8 p.m. Visitors and non-members are 
welcome to attend. For further informa- 
tion call Merrill Palmer (654-5604), Bernie 
Lowry (647-6057) or Bill Wagner 
f224-5231). 
Become a victim of Spin at the 9th an- 
nual Joint Summit Ultimate Classic 
frisbee tournament Sept. 27-28. Two 
days of hot disc with 15 of the Southern 
United States premier Ultimate teams. 
Play begins at 10 a.m. both days on the 
golf driving range behind Jervey Athletic 
Center. Come out and support Clemson's 
Ultimate team in the longest running 
tournament in the South. 
An "Engineering For Success" Seminar 
will be held Sept. 29-Oct. 1 in 22 F Riggs 
Hall (one floor below first) for students 
who are in Freshman Engineering. The 
one-hour sessions will be repeated once 
each day at 3:30 p.m. The coordinator is 
Flora M. Riley, freshman Engineering 
Advisor, 223 Earle Hall, 656-2541. 
Need a break from classes? Go Over- 
night Horseback Riding in the Mountains 
of North Carolina! Beginners to ad- 
vanced. Oct. 11 and 12. Call 654-7647 
(anytime except Tuesday). 
Are you addicted to food? Do you eat 
when you're not hungry? Do you go on 
eating binges for no apparent reason? Is 
your weight affecting the way you live 
your life? Overeaters Anonymous can 
help, Room 205 in The College of Nursing 
building. Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. for begin- 
ners, 7 p.m. open discussion meeting. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Need papers typed? Call Pam at 
654-6478 after 4:30 p.m. Charge—$1 per 
page; $1.25 for tables, charts. Prefer to 
have three days advance; emergencies 
accepted. 
Piano lessons for serious students. Call 
Anderson, 224-7508. 
The College of Commerce and Industry 
department has a Xerox 640 Memory- 
writer we would like to "trade." The 
machine is two years old, and the asking 
price of $1,000 will include all systems 
and  data  disks,  as  well  as  both  the 
reference manual and training book. It is 
in excellent condition and "new" would 
cost $3,900. If you have a need for this 
equipment, please contact my secretary 
at 2249. 
College Rep. wanted to distribute "Stu- 
dent Rate" subscription cards at this 
campus. Good income. For information 
and application write to: Collegiate 
Marketing Services, 251 Glenwood Drive, 
Mooresville, N.C. 28115. 
Nursery Worker needed for local 
church. Service hours only. Experience 
with children required. Call 639-4018 for 
more information. 
PERSONALS 
** Thank You ** 
To everyone who called, sent a card or a 
plant, visited, or even cared while I was in 
the hospital after the explosion. I 
wouldn't have made it without you. Tim 
Crawford. 
Fiona, Happy 21st! I like you just the 
way you are. Derek. 
Happy 2nd Anniversary Teddy! I'm 
so glad we played Georgia Tech! Love, 
Pumpky. 
The Clemson University Chapter of 
Blue Key National Honor Fraternity 
would like to announce the election of new 
members for the fall of 1986: Mary Baker, 
Jay Brackett, Loretta Crews, Jennifer 
Dacus, Stacy D'Angelo, Jeff Duckworth, 
Maureen Grady, Lori Haigler, Karen 
Johnson, William Johnson, Amy Jones, 
Kevin McCarter, Drew McLeod, Kristy 
Rudeen, and Elizabeth Schettino. 
Erotic City: Whispers that scream are 
heard in the heart. Purple Palace. 
MHB—Visiting Seymour this weekend 
if you wanna come—YSB. 
Fitz, Looking forward to the weekend 
and our talk. Kim, p.s.—Don't forget to 
feed Bumper. 
Warm Fuzzy, When are we going to get 
together? You promised you would come 
visit? Misty. 
Hey Katherine, Did you pass that ex- 
am? I hope so. We worked hard and it 
showed. Jim. 
Maddie, Don't listen to what the people 
say; do what your heart tells you to do. 
Dave. 
To the girls in U. Ridge #307-Who's 
buying the groceries this week? And DO 
NOT take the sports section! A friend of 
the family. 
MFA—Could you be any more obnox- 
ious? GGF. 
Christina, How are you doing? Let's get 
together soon; we have lots of stuff to talk 
about. Susan. 
Princess—Has the dream come to an 
end? Prince Royale. 
Private Joy: Seduction 747 takes off at 
9 p.m. sharp. Don't be late. Electric 
Dancer. 
Liz, Do the Fairy Dance! 
To my Tender Love: Baby, I surrender 
.. Tears. 
Leslie Y—Atlanta, the Limelight at 
9 p.m.; Love to see you there!—You 
know! 
Margaret A., Hope you spent Dad's 
money wisely; and hope to see you soon. 
Your other Tiger bud. 
Mom and Dad, Thanks for the sudsy 
stuff you sent me. It was well ap- 
preciated. Love, the news kid. 
Cheetara—Will my heart ever be free? 
Poetical Prince. 
A.K. I'm glad everything is working out 
again. 
• Style Cuts 
• Body Waves 
• Highlighting 
• Curly Perms 
Special Student Prices 
VICTORIA SQUARE 
(in Bmezeway) 654-2599 
Low Air Fares 
Fall Break 
Thanksgiving 
Christmas 
Book Now! 
SMALL WORLD TRAVEL 
654-6125 
Up the hill 
from Knickerbocker's 
Two 
Locations 
654-8440 
Next to 
W endv's 
LUNCH 
SPECIALS 
r^ SCHOLARSHIPS FOR 
MEDICAL AND SENIOR 
PRE-MED STUDENTS 
Medical school costs are rising every day. 
They're climbing faster than many students can 
handle without the right kind of financial help. 
If you're a medical student, the Air Force may 
have the best answer for you. We offer an excel- 
lent scholarship program that can ease the finan- 
cial strain oi medical or osteopathy school and 
allow you to concentrate on your studies. Par- 
ticipation is based on competitive selection. Let 
the Air Force make an investment in your profes- 
sional future. 
For more information contact: MSCjt.   BiQCjS 
MML^ 404/722-3536 
^ 
mnniQi A great way of lite 
During the month of October, the Counseling and Career 
Planning Center will conduct a series of hour-long workshops 
on three concerns shared by many college students The 
workshops will be held in the Student Senate Chambers. 
October 1:    EFFECTIVE COLLEGE STUDY SKILLS 
Learn techniques for studying productively, overcoming 
procrastination, improving motivation, and taking tests. 
October 15:    TIME MANAGEMENT 
Develop the strategies to use your time efficiently. Learn 
how to plan to accomplish tasks and to achieve your goals. 
October 29:    STRESS MANAGEMENT 
Discover proven techniques for coping more effectively 
with stress. Learn to handle the pressures of school, work, 
and dealing with people. ' 
f.T5hnTkTh°P WiU be8Ln Pr°mptly at 12:15 P-m- and end at 1.15 p^m. This is your chance to make this the best semester 
ever! Plan to be there. semester 
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Mother Nature 
listen up 
CHATTERBOX 
Kim Norton 
Features Editor 
Doesn't she know what time it is? 
I'm talking about Mother Nature. 
We're nearing the end of September and 
it's still hot. My sweat clothes are sit- 
ting in a drawer waiting to be worn. 
Sweaters are anxiously awaiting the day 
when they can come out of hibernation. 
When is fall going to get here? 
I've lived in the South all of my life, 
yet I still haven't come to terms with the 
fact that we have about eight months of 
warm weather while the rest of the 
United States swelters for three to four 
months, at the most. Beginning in 
March, Mother Nature turns on the 
heater in the South. 
I've always been partial to the winter. 
When it's cold, you can bundle up in 
blankets, sit in front of a roaring fire and 
sip hot chocolate. When it's hot, clothes 
can be taken off, but there's a limit as to 
how much clothing can come off before 
you get arrested for indecent exposure 
in a classroom. 
Clemson football games are not as 
much fun when it is extremely hot. 
When I think of football, I think of peo- 
ple huddled together cheering their team 
on to victory. Football games in Death 
Valley (I think the stadium was dubbed 
that because it and the desert reach the 
same temperature on Saturdays) usually 
consist of a lot of praying and finger 
crossing—not for touchdowns—for a 
breeze to come zipping through. Of 
course, I'm always at the concession 
stand getting a drink when the breeze 
does pass through. 
Winter seems to be a friendlier time of 
year, also. People don't complain as 
much about the nip in the air as they do 
the humidity that descends in the sum- 
mer months. Humidity is a woman's 
worst enemy. A hairdo that took hours 
to style can be demolished in a matter of 
minutes when the humidity is high. 
Hairspray  is  virtually  useless. 
Sweaters have a special charm about 
them that, to me, summer clothes just 
don't have. Fuzzy sweaters and jackets 
are among my favorite things to shop 
for. Although they do promote some 
itching, wool sweaters have a cozy feel 
about them. Sweaters envelop their 
wearer in a feeling of security. How 
many wearers feel secure in a bathing 
suit—especially with the two-piece 
variety? The only way to be enveloped in 
them is with a Lifeguard. 
Summer does have some redeeming 
qualities. For one, with the approach of 
warm weather, vacations pop into mind. 
I'll admit, lounging on a beach is a bit 
more relaxing than snow skiing. At the 
beach, the biggest worry is baking too 
long on one side or have sand kicked into 
your face. A lifeguard flexing his 
muscles for a chick in a bikini is not as 
life-threatening as a hot-dogger doing 
ski stunts for a snow bunny. 
For those freshman who are awaiting 
their first snowfall in Clemson, let me 
tell you—it's a treat. Not because 
classes are cancelled. I have decided that 
the snow has to be waist deep to a 
giraffe before classes are cancelled on 
this campus. 
The most fun around here during a 
snowfall is watching the excitement of 
Floridians who have never seen snow. 
My freshman year I met a Floridian 
named Paul. His sister was my RA, and 
we all got to be good friends. The first 
time it snowed here, Paul went berzerk. 
I have never seen anyone so excited 
about a few snowflakes in my life. 
Although there was hardly enough snow 
on the ground to cover the dead grass, 
Paul was outside making snowballs and 
having a good ol' time. 
It is definitely time for some cooler 
weather. So, Mother Nature, if you're 
out there reading this column, send a 
few breezes our way. No snow flurries 
yet, just some cooler weather. 
OK, so I want to wear my new sweat- 
ers. What's wrong with that?  
Souvenirs 
Tiger fans spare no expense 
by Kelly Winters 
staff writer 
What do a baby bib, a/phone and a toilet 
seat have in common? All of them can be 
"Tigerfied": that is, they can be 
emblazoned with a tiger paw and colored 
orange, the trademarks of the Clemson 
University Tigers. 
Mr. Knickerbocker's of Clemson and 
Greenville is the world's largest supplier 
of Tigerfied objects, and like most 
souvenir stores in the Clemson area, it 
stocks a large supply. 
David Spearman, manager of the Clem- 
son Knickerbocker's store, said it has not 
always been a Clemson memorabilia store. 
When it first opened 15 years ago, it 
was exclusively a men's clothing store. 
Some three years later, it began selling 
Clemson souvenirs. 
Over the years, Spearman said, the best 
sellers have been T-shirts and men's golf 
shirts. 
"Lots of people like to have something 
for the game, so they almost always get a 
T-shirt. We sell approximately 4,000 to 
5,000 T-shirts a year." 
There are also plenty of other places to 
buy Clemson souvenirs, such as the 
University's bookstore, the Tiger Sports 
Shop of Clemson and the Athletic Depart- 
ment of Clemson. 
The biggest selling days for the 
souvenir merchants are the days of home 
football games. 
"We do 70 to 75 percent of our business 
on ball game Saturdays," Spearman said. 
He also said Mr. Knickerbocker's sells a 
lot of merchandise around Christmas 
time, and for two weeks or so after a bowl 
game that Clemson has taken part in. 
The price of Clemson products ranges 
from 69<t for a magnet to $200 for an oil 
painting of a tiger. Spearman said that 
although the paintings are his slowest 
movers, he's sold quite a few of them over 
the years. 
Who buys most of the merchandise? 
Parents of students and alumni of the 
University do, Spearman said, especially 
on or around game days. 
"P."- dnts' Weekend is a big one for us," 
CU0DL1 
ITII    A 
Tim Crawford/head photographer 
Malia Lovelace displays some of her Tiger memorabilia. 
he said. 
What a selection of things the souvenir 
buyer has to choose from: baby booties, 
clocks, cigarette lighters and lighter 
cases, ties, cookbooks, slippers, watches, 
puzzles. The list goes on. 
Anyone can outfit a tailgate party or 
picnic with a Clemson picnic basket, 
placemats, paper plates, napkins, cups 
and mugs, and bright orange forks, 
spoons, and knives. Of course, Clemson 
orange soda can be bought for a beverage. 
To take to the game, there are Tiger 
stadium seats, pom-poms, rubber 
chickens, air horns, blankets and hats. 
For the car, to make sure everyone 
knows that there are Tiger fans in there, 
there are license plates, bumper stickers 
(the best seller: "Black Tragic"—a play on 
the USC slogan, "Black Magic"), car 
flags, tiger tails to hang out of the trunk 
and window stickers. 
For after the game, to refresh and 
revive, there can be Tiger shampoo, Tiger 
toothpaste, and Tiger towels waiting in 
the bathroom. 
In talking with students, it's obviously 
important to have at least one Tigerfied 
object. Just about everyone has a T-shirt, 
with bumper stickers and keychains being 
close seconds for souvenir choices. 
It seems as long as Clemson athletics 
exists, there will be plenty of Clemson 
souvenirs to go around so that all the avid 
Tiger fans can show their own brand of 
spirit. 
Family life can have positive effect 
by Janet Timms 
faculty member 
College of Nursing 
Living Well 
The current trend in the United States 
is to discharge to the community 
chronically mentally ill persons who are 
able to control their symptoms with med- 
ication. 
Many of these individuals have limited 
social skills and difficulty relating to 
others. They frequr y avoid social rela- 
tionships, so they have tew opportunities 
to acquire the social skills they never 
learned or have lost. 
These individuals are most vulnerable 
during the time immediately following 
discharge from the hospital. Certain 
aspects of the family can be a positive in- 
fluence on the outcome of community liv- 
ing for persons who have been hospi- 
talized by helping them learn socially ap- 
propriate   behavior   and   respond   to 
rehabilitation programs. 
A chronically mentally ill person recent- 
ly discharged probably will require in- 
creased sleep, rest and periods of inactivi- 
ty. These needs will usually diminish with 
time. It is important for the family 
members to be tolerant and understan- 
ding and not to perceive the person as 
lazy, indifferent or lacking in will power. 
Structured, simple activities and tasks 
should be provided to introduce gradually 
the former patient to normal activities of 
daily living. If the person is beginning to 
develop skills related to independent liv- 
ing, only one small change at a time 
should be introduced, because these in- 
dividuals are easily overwhelmed. For the 
same reason, conversation and instruc- 
tions should be clear and specific with a 
minimum of details. 
Persons discharged to families that are 
extremely critical and overprotective tend 
to return to the hospital more frequently 
than persons living with families who do 
not show those attitudes. While some pro- 
tection is necessary, excessive concern 
and protection blocks growth and places 
unnecessary stress on other family 
members. 
Families are encouraged to set limits on 
unreasonable or undesirable behavior, but 
at the same time allow the ill person to 
engage in normal family routines as much 
as possible. It is also important not to 
center all family life around the ill family 
member. The family routine should in- 
clude "time-outs" that allow the family 
and the ill person an opportunity to 
retreat to their rooms or to get away from 
the house for a while if the need arises. 
Family counseling, support groups and 
skills-training groups offered by many 
agencies are some of the ways families 
and formerly hospitalized persons can 
learn coping strategies to enhance the 
quality of life for everyone involved. 
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Students must sacrifice < 
to alleviate parking probl 
"Roughly estimating, I'd say there 
are more than 9,000 parking spaces 
on campus and 10,000 permits 
issued," said Bill Pace, director of 
parking and vehicle registration. 
Pace said that, although the number 
of permits exceeds spaces at face 
value, the figures are not valid. 
"Some employees register more 
than one car, even as many as 
seven," said Pace. "Also, students 
take one car home, bring another ^ 
back, and register the second car." 
Pace recognizes problems in 
certain parking areas and says that 
students will have to sacrifice some 
conveniences to alleviate the 
problems. 
'The lot by the stadium has 600 
spaces in it," said Pace. "Commuters 
have been authorized to use 
residence-lots, but those spaces 
aren't convenient. It's just a matter 
of getting students who park in the 
wrong spaces into the right ones." 
According to Pace, the parking 
program in effect now is basically 
the same one as when he came to 
Clemson 12 years ago. 
"Parking garages have been 
discussed for a long time, but there 
have been no really serious 
considerations," said Pace. "One 
reason is that the cost is so high." 
Reserve parking for students is 
not in the future, either. 'There is 
only one reserved spot on campus," 
he said, "and it's for the president." 
Winthrop *-.     • 
"Our SGA offered a new parking 
program two years ago and asked 
that it be implemented,  said Bob 
Williams, director of public sfflety « 
Winthrop College. 
This program requires that 
freshmen park their cars farthest  „ 
from campus, which is about a block 
away. On Fridays, freshmen can 
bring their cars closer but must 
return them by Sunday night! 
Freshmen receive a specially 
designed parking decal to indicate 
their class status. "Once those      * 
students become accepted members 
of the community as sophomores," 
said Williams, "they get a new      ^ 
sticker. "Decals cost $20 per year. 
Parking fines at Winthrop 
incremented for each successive 
offense. For the first offense the   • 
violator is fined $2; the second is 
$5; the third is $7.50, and the 
fourth is $10. On the fifth offense, ^ 
the student loses parking 
privileges. 
According to Williams, ample 
parking spaces are provided 4or the 
approximately 5,000 faculty and 
student cars. 
"Some may not think so because 
they have to walk three-fourtn's of a 
block, though," he said. "There are 
as many as 60 or 70 spaces unused." 
Williams feels the students, are • 
"well-satisfied" and does not forsee 
any parking changes. "We do have a 
Student police officers patrol campus 
Ever wonder who paints the 
lines in the parking lots so 
bright and colorful at the 
beginning of the year, or who 
engraves all those little ID 
numbers on every machine 
the University owns? 
For over 15 years the Stu- 
dent Police have performed 
such duties and much more. 
Under the direction of Jack 
Olker and Tim Rogers as Stu- 
dent Police Lieutenants, and 
Thea McCrary as advisor, 
they are an important part of 
the CUPD. Thea explains 
that tley are "a vital part of 
our police operation. We can- 
not operate efficiently 
without them." 
So, what is it like to be a 
member of Student Police? A 
day of rounds can include 
parking lot patrol—and of 
course issuing parking tickets 
to unfortunate illegal 
parkers-directing traffic 
during peak hours, and guar- 
ding the football stadium dur- 
ing football practices. 
They are also involved with 
much of the security for 
various campus functions 
during the year which include 
enforcing regulations at Lit- 
tlejohn   and   the   stadium, 
guarding and patrolling 
various areas of campus- 
especially during a game 
weekend to promote safety 
and to ensure that no mascots 
mysteriously appear on the 
building. They are also in 
charge of bike registration at 
the beginning of every 
semester. 
"The hardest job is pro- 
bably writing tickets," says 
David West a member of Stu- 
dent Police who like the other 
members must deal with il- 
legally parked cars -and 
their owners. "I don't like 
writing tickets anymore than 
Multiple ticketing is permitted by the Department of Parking and Vehicle Registration. 
people like getting them," 
adds David. 
Writing tickets is secondary 
i to the many opportunities the 
organization offers. Leslie 
Bridges, a two week member, 
has learned that this job is 
more than just patrolling. 
"I've learned a lot about the 
law, public relations and 
responsibility. I was also im- 
pressed by the amount of 
security the University has, 
more than people realize." 
An awareness of University 
activities and oddities adds a 
food deal of spice to this iob. 
oe Darby, a new member, 
cited some swimmers in the 
reflection pond. Students 
climbing flagpoles and light 
poles are a few of the reported 
encounters. 
According to Thea, when a 
car went off into the lake 
beside the baseball field, it 
was a student police who 
rescued the girl out of the car 
from which her boyfriend 
abandoned her. 
The students are chosen for 
the Student Police positions 
after they have submitted 
applications and g°ne 
through an interview. They 
are then trained on the job by 
senior members and given a 
30-day probationary period 
before they are considered 
permanent. 
The membership now 
stands around 55. "Everyone 
is real friendly and we have a 
real team atmosphere," says 
David. 
With flexible hours and 
sign-up rosters for various 
duties—and of course the 
duties themselves-the Stu- 
dent Police is appealing and 
provides an extremely impor- 
tant service to the University. 
r 
Officer Georg« 
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convenience 
lems 
walking problem. Nobody wants to 
walk," he said. "But if we could get 
everybody smiling to would be 
Utopia." 
use 
"There is only so much we can 
work with in the city," said Bill 
Baker, director of parking and 
vehicle registration. Because of 
limited open land and high property 
rates, the parking program at USC 
is almost inflexible. 
"With 324,000 students and 5,000 
employees, youll have a problem," 
said Baker. "Some will be 
disappointed." According to Baker, 
spaces outnumber permits. 
However, the spaces available are 
not convenient. 
USC also suffers from "misplaced 
spaces." At Columbia Hall, the 
number of spaces is too few to 
accommodate the flood of vehicles. 
While at Bates House, 200-300 
spaces go unused daily. 
At USC, unlawful parking in a 
handicap space incurs a $25 fine. 
Parking in "No Parking Zone" is a 
$5 fine. Charges for meter 
violations, which are the most 
frequent fine, are $2. Two hundred 
twenty-five thousand dollars were 
paid in parking fines last year, said 
Baker. 
One-year decals at USC cost $20 
dollars. Reserved spaces for 
students cost $50 to $60. 
Officer Beatrice Patterson 
**£ 
Stories by Hugh Gray 
and AnnaMaria Marchionne 
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Student becomes missionary 
by Mildred Alice West 
staff writer 
Spending eight weeks in 
Acapulco, Mexico, sounds like a 
vacation dream come true, but 
for one University student, it 
was all work and no beach. 
Kimberly Baker, a sophomore 
majoring in early childhood 
education, participated with 60 
volunteers in a summer missions 
program sponsored by the Pres- 
byterian Church in America. 
Baker, a resident of Simpsonville, 
spent June 12-18 in a training 
camp in Atlanta, Ga., preparing 
for her eight-week missions 
assignment in Acapulco. 
"I would describe my overseas 
experience as an educational and 
growing experience," said Baker. 
"I have always had a burden for 
starving children, and this work 
really opened my eyes to poverty. 
When people think of Acapulco 
they think of rich resorts, but 
there are also families living in 
cardboard houses." 
Baker became interested in 
this program through the 
Reform University Fellowship 
and SIMA. SIMA, Servants In 
Mission Abroad, is PCA's short- 
term mission agency. They 
designed the summer program to 
assist career missionaries af- 
filiated with Mission to the 
World, the overseas arm of PCA. 
Through the SIMA program, 
PCA has established five 
churches in Acapulco. Baker, 
with two other people, assisted 
career missionaries in getting the 
fifth church started. "I led the 
music on Sundays and at three 
NAME BRAND PANTY HOSE    50* PER PAIR 
Send $5.00 for discount coupons and order blank to: 
Palmetto Products, P.O. Box 654, Gray Court, SC 29645 
CAMPUS DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED 
GOOD PART-TIME INCOME  
Kimberly Baker 
"When people 
think of Acapulco 
they think of rich 
resorts, but there are 
also families living in 
cardboard houses." 
different Vacation Bible 
Schools," Baker said. "I also 
taught English classes to young 
adults." 
Baker was also involved in the 
jail ministry. Once a week, she 
visited a Mexican prison and led 
a Bible study with the women 
prisoners. 
Toward the end of her mission 
experience, Baker worked at a 
youth camp in the mountains. 
Wicker, Wicker & Pottery Plus^ 
Big Selection .Tl*^"' 
,£m. Huge Showroom 
;^?*2^»        Groups 
jA    Single Pieces 
•i     Clay & Ceramics' 
^^feOS&i^'     -    **ots * Decorator' 
*y^$m     fcg' Pieces 
Putnams    m-n* 
W. N. First Street     Wholesale Seneca 
3-Bedroom Townhouse 
FOR SALE or RENT 
1,200 sq. ft. • energy efficient 
GREAT VIEW! 
654-4339 or 654-4344 
WE'VE MOVED 
Pamela Brown & Julie Crouse 
formerly of 
STUDIO 108 
HAVE MOVED TO 
HEAD 
INES 
205 College Avenue, Clemson, SC 
803-654-4131 
Brian Arldt/senior staff photographer 
"It was interesting to see how 
the missionary put the entire 
camp together," said Baker. "I 
got to find out all the things a 
missionary does." 
Baker said her most rewarding 
experience was working with the 
younger children. "The kids had 
so much love to give," Baker 
said. "One experience I'll never 
forget is giving a Bible study to 
10 little girls in a poverty- 
stricken area." 
From Aug. 12-16, Baker was 
in debrief training in Atlanta. It 
focused on team reports and com- 
munications dynamics. "For 
three or four days we showed 
slides and told about our coun- 
tries," she said. "At the end of 
the program, I felt like I had 
been all over the world." 
CLEMSON CAMPUS 
MINISTERS' ASSOCIATION 
Religious Leaders in the Clemson Community who 
—represent a variety of religious traditions; 
—affirm the validity of different traditions; 
—meet monthly to support each other in meeting 
the needs of the University Community. 
Baptist Campus Ministry 
The Reverend Tim Willis 654-4101 
B'nai B'rith Hillel Student Organization 
Dr. Richard Klein       654-6108 
Catholic Student Association 
Father Steve Bossi       654-1757 
Episcopal Campus Ministry 
Father Tom Davis       654-5071 
The Reverend Jim Hunter       654-5071 
Lutheran Campus Ministry 
Pastor Steve Plonk       654-4232 or 
Pastor Ron Luckey       654-4675 
Presbyterian Student Association 
The Reverend Jeff Clayton   654-9207 or 654-2323 
Reformed University Fellowship 
The Reverend David Sinclair 
Office, 654-4772 Home, 639-4506 
United Methodist Campus Fellowship 
(Wesley Foundation) 
Pastor Bill Rogers       654-4547 
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ALL-SEMESTER SUPER SAVERS 
EVERY MONDAY IS DOLLAR DAY 
12 NOON TO 12 MIDNIGHT 
BUY ONE 10" PIZZA™,.™ 
GET  2nd   10" PIZZA SAME VALUE YOU. CHOICE 
*FOR1 DOLLAR 
DINE IN-FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY-TAKE OUT 
13.50 Minimum Ordar on Campui — $7 Minimum Order In D»llv«r, Area 
COMPARE TO ALL-THEN GIVE US A CALL 654-6990 AS CLOSE AS YOUR PHONE 
*TUESDAY'S SUB SPECTACULAR 
BUY ONE FOOTLONG SUB—YOUR CHOICE! 
GET 2nd SUB—SAME VALUE 
% PRICE! 
WEDNESDAY SUPER SAVER 
MEDIUM 14" PIZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS 
PLUS 2 ICE-COLD O.UU 
COKES 
DIAL 654-6990 
EVEN 
<<T?\ 
/iElaulldsibii 
FOR THOSE WHO THINK BIG! 
THURSDAY IS LG. 16" PIZZA 
WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS 
PLUS 3 ICE-COLD COKES 
ONLY     $7.99 EVEN 
PARTY WEEKEND SPECIAL 
20" PARTY PIZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS 
MM* M.iMMni HM. G,M«tf MM. .,•>> *•.**•■   CIM*.. IK« Itaci dim Brat. Mm. Si.ug.  OMwi. 
AND 4 ICE-COLO COKES 
GOOD FBI-SAT -SUN. 
M0.99 EVEN 
him 
i** 
/.aauMiA 
DINE IN CARRY OUT 
FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY 
M.50 Minimum Ofdat on Campui-1700 Minimum Ordat m Dotlwy Are* 
Call Chanelo's  654-6990 
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Entertainment 
Players give exceptional performance 
by Bob Ellis 
editor in chief 
"And if I laugh at any 
mortal thing— 
'Tis that I may not weep." 
—Byron 
John Patrick's "Curious Sav- 
age," set in a home for the mentally 
ill, makes us laugh at insanity— 
not always at the insanity of the 
mentally ill, but at the insanity 
within each of us. 
A somewhat bizarre cast of 
characters fills the living room of 
"The Cloisters," a sanitarium in 
Massachusetts, with enough 
laughter to do any soul some 
good. And the Clemson Players 
fill Daniel Hall Auditorium with 
enough of that laughter to do any 
soul that should wander in some 
good as well. 
Though the basic plot line is 
less than original, the joie de 
vivre of the characters keeps the 
play running smoothly. The ac- 
tion opens with the inhabitants 
of the sanitarium eagerly await- 
ing the arrival of a new patient. 
The new patient is Mrs. Ethel 
Savage—heiress to the $10 mil- 
lion Savage fortune, acting hope- 
ful and all-around optimist. Ethel 
is played brilliantly by Shirley 
Sarlin, who has joined the 
Players in other productions 
such as "Notes of A Family." 
Sarlin plays her character 
shrewdly; she is a doting grand- 
mother type when interacting 
with her fellow patients and one 
tough ol' biddy when dealing 
with her stepchildren. 
And that is what the plot 
revolves around. Ethel's step- 
children had her committed 
because of her unorthodox use of 
the family fortune. Ethel wants 
Station plans 
expansion 
by Sharon Jones 
staff writer 
In 1955 WSBF FM-88 began 
broadcasting agricultural pro- 
grams to lcoal AM stations from 
a broom closet in Clemson House. 
Thirty-one years later, WSBF 
has grown into a 1,000 watt FM 
radio station located on the 
eighth floor of the University 
Union. 
This year, WSBF plans to ex- 
pand its programming to 24 
hours a day. Within the next 
three weeks WSBF will add a 
"state of the art" control board. 
"The new control board will have 
a much higher sound quality," 
according to Joe McAbee, engi- 
neering director. 
Although many students think 
that WSBF only plays "progres- 
sive rock," the station tries to 
satisfy everyone by program- 
ming soul, classical, jazz, heavy 
metal, blues, and reggae music. 
On Saturday's from 2-4 p.m., 
"The International Student's 
Show" plays music from Europe 
and Asia. "The station is here to 
serve the University. We are 
open to any suggestions or com- 
ments from listeners," said Ann 
Turner, program director. 
WSBF is a noncommercial 
radio station run by students and 
A turbulent scene from Clemson Players' "Curious Savage." 
Darla Koerselman/photographer 
Play Review 
to establish the Jonathan Savage 
Memorial Fund, honoring her 
late husband. A memorial fund 
remembering a loved one is inno- 
cent enough; however, there is a 
twist. The Jonathan Savage Me- 
morial Fund is for helping 
"others have the foolish things 
they'd always wanted." 
So "that insane idea," with a 
little push from her spoiled step- 
children, sends Ethel to "The 
Cloisters." Senator Titus Savage 
(Walt Bagwell), Judge Samuel 
Savage (Dan Roberts) and their 
six-times-divorced sister Lily 
Belle (Ann Robards) decide to 
tuck their kooky stepmother 
away in an insane home where 
she represents no apparent 
threat to them. 
However, their kooky step- 
mother is one smart cookie and 
she plays them for fools. Ethel 
has secretly transferred the 
Savage fortune "into a neat litle 
bundle of negotiable bonds—and 
buried them." The senator, the 
judge and Lily Belle will stop at 
nothing to retrieve the $10 
million. 
Ethel convinces Lily Belle that 
the bonds are hidden in a stuffed 
fish in the Museum of Natural 
History. Undaunted, Lily Belle is 
arrested for vandalizing a stuffed 
porpoise on the third floor of the 
museum. Robards has one of the 
more interesting parts in the pro- 
duction. She has had six hus- 
bands and she looks it. Her 
stance is of a woman who knows 
what she wants, has gotten it 
and more. 
In the search for the bonds, the 
senator is arrested for digging up 
the petunias in the presidential 
hothouse in Washington; the 
judge is knocked senseless while 
he was removing bricks from a 
collapsing chimney. 
In the end, Ethel has her day; 
only she has the money and the 
control thereof. Her stepchildren 
must realize she means business. 
During her plot to embarrass her 
stephchildren, she convinces her 
doctor of her sanity. Hence, she 
is faced with one of the more dif- 
ficult decisions of her life— 
whether or not to leave "The 
Cloisters." 
Ethel has become friends with 
the motley crew at the sanita- 
rium. There is Florence (Kathy 
Collins), who is a sweet young 
mother who was somehow robbed 
of her child; Hannibal (Todd 
Snider), an endearing pseudo- 
violin player; Mrs. Paddy (Janice 
Dye), who hates everything, but 
especially "electricity;" Jeffrey 
(Joe Lucchesi), a young pianist 
who is plagued by scars from the 
war; Miss Wilhelmina (Desiree 
Amyx), the nurse whose caring 
nature holds the place together; 
and Dr. Emmett (James Craw- 
ford), whose seriousness adds the 
perfect foil to his patients. 
But perhaps the most endear- 
ing character of all is Fairy May 
(Kimberly Hall). Though the 
sheer funniness of her lines cer 
tainly contribute to her success 
Hall's ability carries her charac 
ter to heights in the performance 
Fairy May's spastic zaniness 
contrasted by her deep insecur- 
ity, keeps the audience laughing 
almost constantly. 
Though the theme of Patrick's 
play is laughter, it ends on a 
serious note. Dr. Emmett sends 
Ethel back out into her world 
with a piece of advice: "Go ahead 
with your memorial. And don't 
be betrayed by the illusion of 
contentment. The door is open 
for you. Make your peace with 
loneliness." 
Metal music: devilish mix 
WSBF DJ Scott Sullivan at work. Eric Freshwater/photographer 
funded by the University. In- 
terested students take a broad- 
casting course taught by the 
WSBF staff, record an aircheck, 
and apply for an FCC radio 
license. The station also needs 
students interested in promo- 
tions or engineering. 
In addition to playing music, 
WSBF broadcasts news and ath- 
letic programs. "The Clemson 
Journal," a news program, 
features interviews about issues 
concerning the Clemson area. 
"Information Maniac" runs 
Monday-Friday at 3 p.m. and 9 
p.m.; it gives information about 
upcoming campus events. 
The "Concert Connection" pro- 
vides information about future 
concerts in South Carolina, 
North Carolina and Georgia. 
WSBF are co-sponsors for 
Tigerama along with Blue Key. 
The station handles all the 
technical aspects of the event. 
WSBF also broadcasts soccer 
and women's basketball. 
Although WSBF does not broad- 
cast commercials, the station en- 
courages local businesses to 
sponsor shows; interested busi- 
nesses should contact Heather 
Parmenter at 656-4101. 
Regional Notes 
George Burns 0,„„, Tickets for George Burns Homecoming Show 
on Oct. 18 are on sale at the Union box office and all 
Union outlets. Ticket prices are $14.25 for the floor; 
$12.25 for the upper tier; $9.25 for the lower tier. 
Andrew and the Upstarts -        _ 
Rock 'n' roll band Andrew and the Upstarts will 
perform tonight at 9 in Edgar's. Admission is $;. 
David Lee Roth 
David Lee Roth and Cinderella will be in concert 
Oct. 25 in Littlejohn Coliseum. Tickets will be on 
sale today at 10 a.m. at Gate 1 of the stadium. All 
seats are $15.25. 
Y-Theater 
"The Emerald Forest" will be shown Tuesday 
evening at 8 in the Y-Theater. Admission is $1. 
I always wondered why some 
heavy metal bands use a lot of 
demonic symbols and satanic 
overtones in their music. I'm still 
wondering. 
I have yet to see the actual de- 
sign behind the demonism some 
metal groups perpetrate. Upside 
down crucifixes, pentagrams (an 
encircled five-point star), satanic 
lyrics. What's it all about? 
God forbid that I start sound- 
ing like some hot-winded funda- 
mentalist minister, but I don't 
think it's necessary. Why? Well, 
sit down and get comfortable, be- 
cause here it comes. . . . 
Most of you know how I feel 
about music and what I feel 
music should be. But for those of 
you still in the clouds about my 
world of music, 111 refresh your 
memory. I feel music should have 
some positive message but yet be 
entertaining. It doesn't always 
have to be serious, but musicians 
should take it seriously. 
Now with that aside, let's con- 
tinue our walk. I've got a few ex- 
amples of some of this "muck." 
This one group called Black Sab- 
bath (what's in a name?) makes it 
a perennial event to boost up old 
Scratch. On one of their recent 
albums titled "Born Again," they 
show a baby devil crying on the 
cover. Why? I don't know and I 
don't particularly care. 
I saw this same group on tele- 
vision performing at Live Aid 
last summer. One of the 
guitarists was wearing a black 
outfit covered with tiny 
crucifixes. Now are you begin- 
ning to see? 
Motley Criie started out with 
the demonic devices, but seemed 
to have strayed away from it. 
Lead singer Vince Neil wore a 
bandanna with the pentagram in 
the center of his forehead. Drum- 
mer Tommy Lee had a big one in 
the center of the bass drum. I 
really don't see the purpose for 
ALL THE WAY 
VOGUE 
Ernest Gibbs 
Entertainment 
^_ Editor 
all of it. 
The Criie had a song on their 
"Shout at the Devil" album entitl- 
ed "God Bless the Children of the 
Beast." If you've ever read the 
Book of Revelations in the Bible, 
you know who the Beast is. 
These guys must be crazy . . . 
AC/DC did a tune called "High- 
way to Hell." I interpreted the 
song as saying that they were on 
a highway to Hell and enjoying 
it. That's one trip 111 have to 
decline. I couldn't stand the heat. 
I could really go off on a 
religious tangent and preach hell- 
fire and brimstone, but that's not 
my purpose here. What I'm con- 
cerned with here is the impres- 
sion it has on the younger 
generation. Would we want our 
children to listen to it? I can only 
imagine  
There are certain topics that I 
just leave alone. One is religion. 
Our country's constitution has 
some religious basis to it. I agree 
that religion should play an im- 
portant role in our everyday 
lives. But I'm not going to push 
it on anyone. It's there for you if 
you want it or not. 
Maybe these metal musicians 
and others don't take the implica- 
tions seriously or mayby they're 
trying to get a message across. I 
can't really say. It could all be a 
gimmick to make some quick 
cash. Who knows? 
I know one thing. Gimmick or 
not, the implications are serious. 
Just how far into the mentality 
of American society these im- 
plications reach is yet another 
story. . . . 
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The ACUI Women's 8-Ball Tournament will be 
held Wednesday, Oct. 1, 7 p.m., at the 
University Union Games Area. 
Sign up and practice time begins 6 p.m. First 
place wins a trip to the University of Tennessee 
Feb. 20-22 to compete at the regional level. 
THE UNIVERSITY UNION SAYS 
GRRREAT JOB, TIGERS, 
ON YOUR VICTORY OVER 
THE DAWGS, 31-28. 
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK! 
COLLEGE BOWL 
COLLEGE BOWL INTRAMURAL GAMES 
Oct. 2, 9, 16, 23, 30, Nov. 6, 13. 
From 6:30-10 p.m. in Senate Chambers. 
Swiss paired set of matches between 
preselected teams. Best four players will be 
selected for regional competition. 
UNION MOVIES 
Sept. 25-27-Down and Out in Beverly Hills, 
7 and 9:15 p.m., Y-Theatre, $1.50. A sleazy 
derelict (Nick Nolte) adopts a rich Beverly Hills 
couple (Richard Dreyfuss and Bette Midler) in 
this sophisticated comedy-satire. 
Sept. 28-FREE FLICK: The Gods Must Be 
Crazy, Y-Theatre 7 and 9:15 p.m., free with 
University I.D., Public, $1 I tHE GOW MUJT BE 
5E3M   ©19W BY TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX 
Sept. 29—The Emerald Forest, Y-Theatre, 
8 p.m., $1. 
Sept. 20—EDGAR'S: Video Grease in Edgar's 
at 8 p.m. Wear your favorite '50s fashion . . . 
music and dancing after movie. 
Oct. 1—Paris, Texas, Y-Theatre at 7 p.m., $2 
Oct. 2-4-F/X, Y-Theatre, 7 and 9:15 p.m., 
$1.50. 
TRAVEL APeachOfAVisitTb Atlanta 
Sept. 27-Football Road Trip 
to Atlanta, Georgia, to see the 
Georgia Tech game. $25 
includes tickets and 
transportation. Sign up now at 
the Information Desk. 
Sponsored by the Travel 
Committee at the University 
Union. 
Nov. 1-4—Washington, D.C., 
trip. Only $160, cost includes 
airfare, and lodging for three 
nights. 
CUU TRAVEL CENTER 
in the Loggia • 656-5833 
New Hours—Mon. 10-4:30 
Tu, W, Th-12-4:30 
Fri.—10-4:30 
We can make your airline or Amtrak 
reservations for Fall Break, 
Thanksgiving and Christmas. 
Come see us now! 
UNION IS NOW TAKING 
APPLICATIONS FOR USHERS 
FOR THE GEORGE BURNS 
SHOW ON OCT. 18. 
CALL INFO DESK FOR MORE INFO NOW! 
George Burns and 
Miss South Carolina J/ 
Oct. 18, Littlejohn 
Coliseum ... 
Get tickets now at 
Union Box Office Ai V 
$14.25, $12.25 
and $9.25 
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Young professor hopes for new involvement 
by Jennifer Brown 
staff writer 
"I'm REALLY student oriented. I think 
that in an institution like this, emphasis 
needs to be on the students. The students 
come here to learn, and I came here 
because I want to share the things I know 
with the STUDENTS, not because I 
wanted to share them with other profes- 
sors." Tony Evans, assistant professor of 
drama, is determined to help students at 
Clemson make the most of themselves. 
He began working professionally as an 
actor at the age of sixteen. After receiving 
a Master of Fine Arts degree in Acting 
from the University of Louisville, Tony 
was drawn to Clemson's College of 
Liberal Arts. "It's different to come into a 
program like this one. The fun part about 
Clemson is that the programs here in the 
liberal arts are growing." 
Tony finds his job interesting because 
he is not much older than most of the 
students here at Clemson. "When I go 
into the classroom people look at me and 
realize that I'm in their age group. I still 
listen to the same kinds of music they 
listen to and wear the same kinds of 
clothes they wear ... It's easier for me to 
convey material that way because I don't 
have so many barriers to overcome ..." 
Apparently, being so young has its ad- 
vantages. It allows him to talk to his 
students and relay information to them, 
and he believes they receive it a little 
more readily because he's in their age 
group. 
Tony teaches acting as well as some 
speech classes. In the acting classes he 
can bring in what he has learned and 
practiced—material that is new, 
contemporary. 
"I get to share the things that I know 
about working as a professional actor, and 
it's not all supposition; I know these 
things because I'm doing them or I've 
been through them," he said. "I ask 
students to question things and to think 
about things that are happening today, 
Tony Evans 
because I think that's a more effective 
way of learning than regurgitating old, 
stale material." 
As an adviser, Tony Evans is putting 
into the Clemson Players a lot of time and 
effort. He is trying to get in touch with 
every student who is interested in per- 
forming or who has ever been interested 
in performing or working on a play. If 
you're a freshman or a sophomore, it's 
easy to get disheartened if you don't get 
cast. When students show up for an audi- 
tion, they don't relaize that everyone else 
is just as nervous and upset as they are. 
"It's just that the ones with the bigger 
voices or the ones that happen to work out 
for this situation get chosen. And so peo- 
ple get busy and they forget and they 
never come back," Tony said. "Or people 
get afraid and they can't come back. 
When I get your name and your phone 
number I can drop you a letter and say, 
'Look, we're having more auditions- 
come audition for me,' or 'We always 
welcome people to come work with us.' " 
The Clemson Players want to increase the 
number of people who come and take part in 
their various activities. He points out, 
"Since I'm new here, I don't know who the 
favorites are. So now is the time to get bun- 
ches of new people involved." 
PARENTS' DAY 
BUTTONS 
A great way for your parents 
to wear their Clemson pride. 
Only $1.00 each 
Get yours today! 
Call Laura—656-6179 
or Mark—654-3988 
/2 =^= 
^ 
THE STAGE DOOR 
MOVIE STORE 
&v 
^ 
Miami Vice II Sizzles 
In New York. 
^e\3 movies and 1 VCR for $10 
Student memberships 1/a price thru Sept. 30 
With membership you get FREE DELIVERY in Clemson 
LAKEVIEW PLAZA MALL    •    654-6567 
BE A PART OF MANAGEMENT 
YOUR FIRST DAY ON THE JOB. 
Where you go with the career you choose 
often depends on where you start. As a Naval 
officer, you're already starting halfway up 
the ladder right from day one. 
Maybe you don't think of the Navy as a 
company, yet if you had a list of every kind of 
leadership position, you'd find a comparable 
occupation for a Naval officer. 
Executive, managerial, professional, 
scientific or technical, today's Navy is big 
business. Sophisticated technical and man- 
agement training develops experience and 
responsibility you'll use the rest of your life. 
Naval officers earn solid starting salaries 
with additional allowances adding more to 
their income, and benefits like free medical 
and dental care, and thirty days' paid 
vacation each year. 
Minimum qualifications require that you 
must not have reached your 29th birthday 
by commissioning, you must have a BA or 
BS degree, you must be a U.S. citizen and 
you must qualify for security clearance. For 
further information, call Navy Management 
Programs: 
1-800-922-2135 in South Carolina or 
1-800-845-5640 in Georgia, M-TH, 9-2. Make your 
first job a real move up in the world. 
NAVY OFFICERS LEAD THE ADVENTURE. 
UNDERGROUND CLOTHING 
features something for men and women of 
all ages . . . those with preppie and 
alternative tastes in style. Everything from 
L L Bean buttondowns, Izods, khakis, and 
crewneck sweaters to vintage and punk 
jewelry, hats, tux jackets, even shoes and 
cocktail dresses. New and recycled, 
reasonably priced and now on sale! For all 
sorts of Greek and freak partywear, bring in 
this ad and receive 10% off any item. You 
definitely won't see yourself around town! 
101 Earle St. (beside/behind Tiger Town Tavern) 
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Human Leaquemakes comeback with'Crash' 
^■^ .. ,T. *        i ir\s     nAn#*fi   oK.vnf   rolnt-.irmah.inQ    parr 
by Terry E. Manning 
staff writer 
The Human League. In the early 
80's, this band was at the front of 
the pack of bands specializing in 
synthesizer-oriented new wave. 
This leading position was firmly 
secured by the hit singles, "Don't 
You Want Me?" and "Fascina- 
tion," still one of the best dance 
singles ever recorded. A band 
with a lot of potential. Also a 
band to quickly lose their 
popularity due to lackluster sub- 
sequent efforts. 
Terry Lewis and James "Jimmy 
Jam" Harris III, known together 
Singer takes 
pride in his 
music 
by Bob Yanity 
and Paul Sulewski 
staff writers 
There is something to be said 
about the old adage "if you want 
something done right, do it your- 
self." 
Andrew Roblin is a man who 
likes to get things done. He is the 
creator, lead singer, songwriter, 
guitarist, publicist, producer and 
engineer of Andrew and the Up- 
starts, the group Stephens Life 
called "one of the hottest new 
bands around." 
However, success has not come 
easy for Andrew and his band. 
After rejection from several ma- 
jor records' labels to release and 
promote his single "Shiver and 
Shake," Robin said "what the 
heck?" and pressed 400 copies 
himself which he also dis- 
tributed. And he did all this with 
a budget of less than $1,000. 
Quite remarkable considering 
the airplay "Shiver and Shake" 
is getting. More than 40 stations 
nationwide have picked up the 
single, which "Cash Box" says is 
the "record to watch," and 
"Tasty World" commands "go 
out and find it! This is a great 
single!" And this is only the 
beginning. The Upstarts first 
album is due in October, which 
has raised the eyebrows of some 
major labels. 
Even though he is optimistic 
about the attention of major 
labels, it will not affect him if 
they are not interested. With his 
experience, he feels he is quite 
capable of making it on his own. 
Says Roblin, "I'm going to prove 
that you can make it in the music 
business on your own, without 
anybody investing thousands of 
dollars in you. I feel what I've 
got is good enough, so why can't 
I do it myself?" 
Roblin refers to his music as 
60's rock with an 80's edge. The 
group has been compared to such 
groups as Buddy Holly and the 
Crickets, the Beatles, the Everly 
Brothers and Elvis Costello. 
Roblin's writes his music for fun, 
but a few of his songs do contain 
deeper meanings such as aliena- 
tion and the consumer crazes. 
The band consists of Andrew 
Roblin, guitarist and vocals, 
Anthony Isabell, the bassist who 
has played with Jerry Lee Lewis, 
and Stuart Broward behind the 
drums. The band has a lively 
stage show planned; they will be 
passing out balloons and party 
horns to get the crowd into a 
partying frame of mind. Later on 
in the show they intend to have a 
yo-yo contest with specially 
designed yo-yo's. The winner will 
be crowned Mr./Mrs. Yo-Yo of 
Clemson. 
The band will be performing at 
9 p.m. tonight at Edgars and 
there will be a $2 cover charge. 
Judging from an interview with 
Andrew Roblin and from reading 
various write-ups about Andrew 
and the Upstarts, the show 
promises to contain good music 
and a good supply of fun on the 
side. 
Album Review 
as FlyteTyme Productions. Fired 
by Prince from the original ver- 
sion of The Time because of out- 
side production work, the two 
turned to producing and song- 
writing exclusively. The SOS 
Band, Cherrelle, Alexander 
O'Neal, and Janet Jackson have 
all benefitted from FlyteTyme's 
golden touch. 
A washed-up new wave band 
and a black production team 
whose previous work is almost 
entirely with solo vocalists. "Iron 
Maiden Goes Country" sounds a 
bit more promising than this 
mix. This preset notion sets you 
up for the Human League album, 
"Crash." 
"Money" and "Swang" raise a 
bit of doubt inside you. You 
begin to think this team-up may 
work after all. Then comes 
"Human." 
This is quite an impressive 
single. It is the album's best 
track and one of the most truth- 
ful ballads ever written. "I 
wouldn't ever try to hurt you/1 
just needed someone to hold 
me/To fill the void while you 
were gone/To fill this space of 
emptiness/I'm only human/Of 
flesh and blood I'm made/Human/ 
Born to make mistakes." With 
lyrics like these supported by a 
beautiful arrangement, this song 
has what they call "IT." 
The one song that is a complete 
group effort, "I Need Your Lov- 
ing," sets the pace for Side Two. 
It is a killer dance track with a 
beat reminiscent of "What Have 
You Done for Me Lately?" This 
dance mood continues in "Love 
on the Run." The sound is a bit 
more pop-oriented, but the urban 
groove isn't lost. 
"The Real Thing" and "Love Is 
All That Matters" are optimistic 
so gs about relationships, each 
on a different level. 'The Real 
Thing" focuses on interpersonal 
ties, while "Love" advocates a 
joining together for mankind. 
This project stands as a prom- 
ising sign for the two elements 
that combined to create it. The 
Human League and FlyteTyme 
Productions both can take pride 
in this album. Don't miss out on 
this one. 
Flyte Tyme Productions has 
also made plans to re-unite the 
members of the original Time. 
You can look for this around 
Spring '87. Morris and the boys 
will be back! 
GO FROM COLLEGE TO THE ARMY 
WITHOUT MISSING A BEAT. 
The hardest thing about break 
ing into professional 
music is—well, break 
ing into professional 
music. So if you're 
looking for an oppor- 
tunity to turn your 
musical talent into 
a full-time perform- 
ing career, take a 
good look at the 
Army. 
It's not 
all parades 
and John Philip 
Sousa. Army 
bands rock, 
waltz and boogie 
as well as march, 
and they perform 
before concert au 
diences as well 
as spectators. 
With an average 
of 40 performances a month, there's 
also the opportunity for travel — 
not only across America, but possibly 
abroad. 
Most important, you can 
expect a first-rate pro- 
fessional environment 
from your instructors, 
facilities and fellow 
musicians. The Ajmy 
has educational 
programs that 
can help you 
pay for off- 
,. duty instruc- 
tion, and if 
you qual- 
ify, even 
elp you 
repay 
your 
federally-insured 
student loans. 
If you can sight- 
read music, performing in the Army 
could be your big break. Write: 
Chief, Army Bands Office, Fort 
Benjamin Harrison, IN 46216-5005. 
Or call toll free 1-800-US A-ARMY. 
ARMY BAND. 
BEALLYOUCANBE. 
Pizza Hut Now Delivers. 
The same great pizza we serve under our roof, we now serve under yours. 
CALL 
654- 
8646 
CLEMSON, S.C. 
Ptee» 
-Hut, 
liwum* 
Now you con get gnat Pbra 
Hut p(ua to en|oy light In the 
comfort of your own horns 
NO CHARGE 
FOBDBJVEBT 
CHECKS ACCEPTED 
Hour* 
Monday - Friday. 
Begins at 4:30 
Saturday • Sunday 
Begins at 12:00 
Our Menu For Fast, Free Delivery 
■ Thick and Golden - our dough Is made 
fresh dally and coked to knclous perfection In a 
special deep pan 
TMn'n Crtspy* pl«a Fiesh everyday - an 
outstanding Bght. crispy crust cove rod wtfh your 
choice of bubbtng hot lopplngsi 
Small Medium Large 
Serves 1-2 Serves Z-A Serves 4-6 
Enjoy a Combination Pizza 
Super lupteme: A 9 lopping Pl/io For a 4-Topplng 
Price PepperoN, Mushroom. Onion. Ham. MackOtwe. 
Green Pepper. Italian Sausage. Beef looping. Pork 
Topping 
tupteme: A 6-Topptng Ptaa For a 3 Topping Price 
Pepperonl. Mushroom. Onion. Green Pepper. Beef 
Topping. Pork Topping. 
Pii^i 
-Hut. 
lcsDHoaoa 
OR 
PSIAZZO* ITALIAN PIE: Top and Bottom Crust Stuffed with Delicious 
Ingredients and Topped with Zesty Sauce and a Blend of Mozzarella 
and Cheddar Cheese. 
Great pizza delivered 
fresh, hot and fast. CALL-654-8646 
* 
3.00 OFF LARGE 
2.00 OFF MEDIUM 
VALID FOR PAN PIZZA. 
THIN'N'CRISPY® PIZZA. OR 
PRIAZZO * ITALIAN PIE. VALID 
FOR DINE-IN. TAKE-OUT, OR 
DELIVERY. ONE COUPON PER 
PIZZA. NOT VALID WITH OTHER 
OFFERS. VALID ONLY AT 
CLEMSON    RESTAURANT. 
CAII 
654-8644 DELIVERY 
654-8692 
DINE-IN TAKE-OUT 
PR1AZZO IS A TRADEMARK OF PIZZA 
HUT.    INC     EXPIKS:    12/31/ee 
i  1 .TmrwiCUH've-ry Vra   C»S* VaKf» 1/?0<y 
'   1446 PIJ,» >«„( Irvc 
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Malmsteen reaches out for new audience 
by Scott Brisky 
staff writer 
You may not have heard of him 
yet but Yngwie (pronounced Ing- 
vay) Malmsteen is on the verge 
of being one of the best-known 
guitarists around. Since he came 
to America about three years 
ago, this 23-year-old Swedish vir- 
tuoso has begun to influence rock 
guitar in much the same way as 
Edward Van Halen did in 1979. 
Though Yngwie was originally 
inspired by Jimi Hendrix to play 
the guitar, he cites Bach, 
Beethoven and Paganini as his 
main musical influences. By in- 
corporating his classical in- 
fluences into a hard rock context, 
he set the guitar world on its ear 
with incredibly fast, fluid playing 
that was unlike anybody at that 
time. Yngwie's U.S. debut was 
with the L.A.-based Steeler led 
—    Album Review 
oy Ron Keel. By the time the 
Steeler album was released he 
had already joined forces with ex- 
Rainbow singer Graham Bonnet 
in Alcatrazz with which he ap- 
pears on one studio and one live 
album. 
Yngwie really came into his 
own right upon the release of his 
mainly instrumental solo album, 
'Rising Force," which received a 
Grammy nomination. With the 
success of this first solo effort, he 
formed a band and went back 
into the studio to record "Mar- 
ching Out," a more rock-song- 
oriented album that was 
somewhat hurried and, though 
the musicianship is faultless, it 
lacks the chemistry to really 
break the band. 
This takes us up to the new re- 
Players to 
holdtryouti 
next week 
from staff reports 
Auditions for the next | 
Clemson Players production 
will be held Monday through 
Wednesday, beginning at 
7:30 a.m. in the Daniel j 
Auditorium. 
The production will con-1 
sist of two original one-act 
plays, "Les Voyeurs" and 
"Gargoyles," by young 
playwright, Leslie Wade. 
Roles are available for four | 
men and one woman. 
Opportunities also exist to I 
do technical work on the 
show. After being presented 
on campus Nov. 4-8, the pro- 
duction will tour to Florence, I 
as Clemson's entry in the 
American College Theatre 
Festival. For more informa- 
tion call Ray Sawyer at | 
656-5407. 
lease, "Trilogy," which is a big 
step from Yngwie's last albums. 
His songwriting has improved 
crepHv misMiyr hii miisip more 
accessible to the average listener. 
Another improvement is the new 
vocalist Mark Boals, whose voice 
really complements Yngwie's 
music. Yngwie produced the 
album, wrote all the lyrics, and 
played all guitar and bass on the 
"Trilogy." The band is completed 
with two Swedish brothers Jens 
Johansson on keyboards and 
Andres Johansson on drums. 
One criticism of Yngwie's 
guitar playing in the past has 
been that it is too technical, for- 
saking some emotion. This def- 
initely is not true on "Trilogy." 
He plays with tremendous feel on 
the opening track, "You don't 
remember, 111 never forget," a 
great ballad and one of the best 
songs. Yngwie likes to look at 
emotions   along   with   mytho- 
logical and medieval themes in 
his songs and they tend to have a 
dark, sinister feel to them. There 
is not one weak sonjr on *"■*>» 
album but "Liar," "Queen in 
Love," and "Fury" really stand 
out. "Magic Mirror" deals with 
looking at oneself to discover the 
qualities that make each of us 
special. 
The lyrics on "Fire" and "Dark 
Ages" are a little disappointing 
but on the other hand the music 
is amazing and offers a lot more 
than practically any song you are 
likely to hear on contemporary 
radio stations. Johansson adds 
some great keyboard lines and 
works well with Yngwie on har- 
monizing parts. 
Yngwie has also composed two 
more instrumental that will 
definitely appeal to fans of his 
first album. "Crying" is a 
beautiful melancholy tune that 
features Yngwie on both electric 
and acoustic guitar. While 
"Trilogy suite Op: 5" is a high- 
speed classical rocker with 
Yngwie taking his Strat to the 
limits and beyond. He really 
shines in this context because he 
is not bound by a song's struc- 
ture and is able to just play. 
I think this is the album that 
will bring Yngwie J. Malmsteen 
to the attention of most serious 
music fans, while at the same 
time he is bringing the power of 
classical music to the attention 
of rock fans. Yngwie is doing 
more than just playing incredible 
guitar, he is expanding the fron- 
tiers of music. 
This expansion could bring 
Yngwie the commercial success 
that has eluded him over the past 
several years. Check this out if 
you're looking for a serious 
change of pace. 
Intramural Sports 
STRENGTH 
TRAINING 
SPORTSLINE 
The Intramural Department is sponsoring two strength training seminars to be 
held Saturday, Sept. 27, at 10 and 11 a.m. in the weight rooms of Fike 
Recreation Center. All students and Fike members are invited to attend. 
Call SPORTSLINE (656-2389) for the latest Intramural announcements and 
notices. SPORTSLINE will have daily program schedules, tournament day 
pairings, and notices of cancellation due to weather. 
For more information, call 656-2116 or come by the Intramural Office at 
251 Fike. 
Wolff Sun Center 
Offers October Special 
Call for details 
UNIVERSITY SQUARE MALL 
CLEMSON, S.C. 
654-1766 WOLFF 
The Most Trusted Name CVCnTFllI 
In Tanning dlOlEMl 
A SHOPPE  OF   FINE   FOODS 
109 COLLEGE AVE.»CLEMSON, S.C. 29631*803-654-2795 
20% Discount 
on 
Veggie Deluxe 
with this coupon 
• Whole Grains         thru 10/4 • Vitamins 
• Dried Fruits • Minerals 
• Nuts • Sports 
• Miller's Bran Supplements 
• Soups, Salads, Sandwiches 
• Natural Juices and Sodas 
• Fresh Baked Goods I a 
44 U'LL R PIZZA" 
COLUMBO'S PIZZA AND SUBS 
AND SUCH 
OURS ARE BIGGER! 
Compare our 16" large to their 15". It doesn't take a math whiz to figure 
that's 11% more area. So we give you more pizza for less money. 
Try us, you'll     \f us. 
654-1103       $9.90 + tax 
Large 3 topping and 2-liter Coke or Diet Coke 
(thick crust may be substituted for a topping) 
or 2 free 16-oz. Cokes with any Medium Pizza 
or 1 free 16-oz. Coke with any Small Pizza 
FREE 16-oz. Coke with any Footlong 
Sandwich. 
NOT VALID WITH OTHER SPECIALS 
To receive credit you must tell phone person you are using a coupon. 
Expires Dec. 31, 1986. 
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Sports 
Endzoning 
TRAILING 
THE TIGER 
Tommy Trammel I 
Sports Editor 
ATHENS, GA., SANFORD 
STADIUM, CLEMSON END ZONE, 
ROW 8, SEAT 13-Ah, those end zone 
seats, you gotta love 'em. "Tiger Rag" 
blaring, Jim Bean flowing, and plenty of 
hooping and hollerin' made for quite an 
experience indeed down 'tween the 
hedges. 
A life quite contrary to the sanctuary 
of the press box high above the ac- 
tion—both on the field and off. With con- 
ditions in the press box that could re- 
mind most of home complete with your 
wide-screen television, your halftime 
meal, and even air-conditioning in most 
modern boxes, the box is where it's at. 
But I chose another route, away from 
good food, good seats, and good at- 
mosphere—the end zone. 
Yes, the end zone. That hallowed place 
where visiting fans are banished to live 
in exile from the rest of the stadium. A 
common place for students, but Georgia 
failed to realize what they had created. 
These people became as one, bound by 
their common poor accommodations 
into a ruthless band of blood thirsty con- 
tras, cheering for blood, pain, and direc- 
tions to the facilities. 
As the ole grey mule, i.e. the 1978 
Ford LTD, whistled down Highway 531 
toward Athens, my roommates and I 
took the opportunity to develop our 
game plan for the afternoon amongst the 
Dawgs. We knew what to expect from 
our counterparts from Dawgtown— 
plenty of abuse, both mentally and 
physically. The stuff this rivalry is 
founded on. 
Fortunately, the physical abuse was 
limited to the playing field, but the 
words and gestures were flying in the 
streets of Athens. With the passing of 
each car by our assembled group of 
Tiger fans came a new variation to the 
same old expletive. It was amazing how 
many four-letter words some folks could 
string together in trying to get their 
point across. 
After a few hours of trading verbal 
blows with our red-clad friends with the 
five-word vocabularies it came time to 
head into Sanford Stadium for some real 
action. 
We took our seats and were auto- 
matically initiated as honorary members 
of the end zone gang—several thousand 
Clemson students and a boisterous 
Band who had all intentions of making 
their presence felt in Sanford Stadium. 
I was amazed by the expertise of this 
group. These people could do it all . . . 
coach, play, and referee all at the same 
time, while swigging a cold drink and 
humming a few bars of "hold that 
Tiger" in between plays. These people 
weren't just into the game, they became 
a part of it. 
No need for a ticket with this bunch, 
the rule of the land was sit at your own 
risk. The trick was finding the loved 
ones after the high-fives and low-twos 
after a Tiger touchdown. 
So why would anyone in their right 
mind willingly subject themselves to the 
noise, the "spirits," the utter chaos of 
the stands below? 
I began to ask myself that very ques- 
tion early Saturday morning on the way 
to Athens. 
It was all deductive reasoning actu- 
ally, that stuff we in commerce and in- 
dustry plan to get paid for when, and if, 
we graduate. Look at both sides of a 
situation, break them down into 
manageable components, and draw con- 
clusions. My conclusion. . . . 
Controlled lunacy, just the kind of 
support the Tigers needed after their 
opening loss to the Hokies and just the 
kind of release I was looking for. After a 
few hours with the end zone crazies all 
would be right in the world, or at least it 
gave me an excuse to get loose in good 
company. 
The view might not have been much, 
but there wasn't a better seat in the 
house. 
Spikers defeat Cats, 'jam Jervey' 
by Eric Keller 
assistant sport writer 
The Lady Tiger Volleyball team capped 
off a spectacular week by winning its 
home opener Wednesday night against 
Western Carolina. The win was the fifth 
consecutive for the squad. 
Last weekend the team began the 
streak at the Alabama-Birmingham 
Volleyball Tournament by beating 
Auburn. The Lady Tigers went on to 
defeat three other squads and win the 
robin tournament with a 4-0 record for the 
weekend. 
Tournament 
Clemson opened the tournament Satur- 
day against Auburn. Auburn won the 
first game of the match 15-13. However, 
that game turned out to be the only game 
that Clemson would lose all weekend. 
The Lady Tigers bounced back to win 
the next three games 15-7,15-4, and 15-2. 
Senior standout Denise Murphy led the 
attack with 11 kills while junior ; setter 
Cindy Tucci had six service aces. 
Clemson then faced South Alabama 
later the same day. The squad continued 
its domination winning in straight games 
by the margins of 15-13, 15-5, and 15-4. 
Murphy again led the way with 15 kills 
and four service aces. Tucci contributed 
five service aces and 21 set assists. 
Sunday, the Lady Tigers opened with 
Stetson. Again the team had little trouble 
winning in straight games 15-7, 15-9, and 
15-6. 
The grand finale came when Clemson 
knocked off the tournament hosts, 
Alabama-Birmingham, again in straight 
games. This time the scores were 15-13, 
15-11, and 15-13. The victory gave the 
Lady Tigers their first tournament cham- 
pionship in their past 20 tries covering 
five years. 
Wendy Anderson led the way against 
UAB with 15 kills while Murphy added 
Brian Arldt/senior staff photographer 
Wendy Anderson spikes a win- 
ner Wednesday night against 
Western Carolina. 
14. Lynn Lugering had 18 set assists 
while Tucci had 16. 
"It was a total team effort," said Head 
Coach Linda White. "The team didn't 
jump up and down, they just sat down 
and cried. They played beautifully. It sur- 
prised us most of all. 
"Our goal was to get stronger every 
match—and we did. We didn't give up 
when we got down, we wanted it. I'm 
really happy for the girls. It's like 
Christmas everyday." 
Sophomore Anderson was named the 
tournament's MVP while Tucci was 
named to the All-Tournament team. 
Jervey Jammin' 
The Lady Tigers brought their new 
found success and confidence back to 
Tigertown to face Western Carolina. The 
night marked the promotional kick-off for 
the new coach, White and gave the team 
the opportunity to play in front of the 
largest crowd ever to witness a volleyball 
game in Jervey. Almost 700 fans showed 
up for the eveent. 
The match proved to be exciting and 
showcased the newly-found and coached 
skills of the squad. Behind the strong 
front play of junior Joy hemming and 
Murphy the Lady Tigers won the first 
game 15-9. 
Murphy and Anderson led Clemson to a 
16-14 victory in the second game. Play in 
both games was marked by some long 
rallies and incredible saves. Setters Tucci 
and Lugering seemed to be all over the 
court with Tucci spending most of her 
time on the floor in diving efforts. 
The Catamounts, however, didn't quit. 
The guests behind the strong play of 
senior middle blocker Crystal Sullivan 
bounced back to win the next two games 
15-7, and 15-9. Again the play of Tucci 
and Lugering stood out. 
The Catamounts then opened a 6-2 lead 
in the decisive fifth game when Clemson 
regained its poise. The Lady Tigers reeled 
off 13 unanswered points to take the 
game 15-6, and the match. 
"It's a fantastic win," said White. 
"They have a great ability to hang in 
there and continue to fight. They played 
tough and never did quit." 
Statistically Murphy led the way with 
21 kills while Flemming had 17 kills and 
three service aces. Lugering had 41 set 
assists on the evening. 
The win leaves Clemson 6-1, its best 
start since 1981. 
Upcoming 
The Lady Tigers will play two matches 
this weekend in Charleston. They will 
return home Monday night to face Fur- 
man at 7 p.m., in Jervey. Clemson will 
also host Presbyterian on Thursday night 
at 7 p.m., also in Jervey. 
Bryan Fortune/senior staff photographer Bryan Fortune/senior staff photographer 
'Hedge' trimmin * 
(Upper Left) Tiger tailback Terrence Flagler 
carried the ball 10 times for 90 yards and snagged 
three crucial passes against the Bulldogs Satur- 
day. Flagler saw considerable playing time with 
starting tailback Kenny Flowers out of the game 
all of the second half with a sprained ankle. 
(Upper Right) ABC's Mike Adamle interviews 
Tiger placekicker David Treadwell after 
Treadwell's 46-yard field goal defeated Georgia 
31-28. ABC carried the game, which was seen 
regionally, and named Treadwell its player-of-the- 
game. Treadwell had missed a 38-yarder earlier in 
the fourth quarter, but came through on his se- 
cond kick with just four seconds remaining on the 
clock. 
(Bottom Right) Tiger baseball player Bert 
Hefferman (right) does some cheering of his own 
as part of the end zone student section in Sanford 
Stadium. After the Tigers pulled out the victory, 
the students and band remained for 30 minutes in 
celebration of Clemson's first win in Athens since 
1977. 
Bryan Fortune/senior staff photographer 
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Depleted booters unbeaten 
by Patrick Turner 
staff writer 
Clemson's soccer team boosted 
its record to 5-0-2 Wednesday 
night by defeating Erskine 4-1. 
The win was especially impres- 
sive because the Tigers were 
playing without the services of 
four starters who were injured in 
the George Mason Invitational 
Tournament the previous 
weekend. 
In that tournament, Bernard 
Gray, Dave Fortner, Bruce Mur- 
ray and Dick Landgren suffered 
injuries that caused them to miss 
the Erskine game. Clemson has 
traditionally had a hard time 
against the Flying Fleet, winning 
in overtime two years ago and on 
a last minute goal last year, so 
Coach I. M. Ibrahim was under- 
standably concerned with the 
match. 
In the opening minutes of the 
game, it seemed as if he had 
reason to worry. The Tiger of- 
fense had trouble controlling the 
ball and setting up an attack, 
mainly due to the inexperience of 
the players filling for the 
Clemson injured. 
During   this   offensive   lull, 
Tiger goalkeeper Chris Dudley 
kept the Tigers from falling 
behind. At the 14:26 mark he 
took the ball from the foot of an 
Erskine attacker one yard in front 
of the goal. Just three minutes 
later, Dudley made a diving save 
of a short-range shot to once 
again foil on Erskine threat. 
Shortly after Dudley's heroics, 
Ibrahim made a move to improve 
this offensive attack. He had 
started Gary Conner at halfback 
in an attempt to control the 
game. Since that did not work as 
he had hoped, he moved Conner 
back to his usual position of 
striker. 
It didn't take long for this 
move to pay off. At the 20:49 
mark Conner scored on a corner 
kick from Jamey Rootes to give 
the Tigers a 1-0 lead, which the 
team carried into halftime. 
After getting the feel of things 
in the first half, Clemson opened 
the second half with an offensive 
flurry. Less than two minutes 
into the first half, Paul Rutenis 
sent a cross in front of the Erskine 
goal. Eric Eichmann collided 
with the Erskine goalkeeper, but 
still managed to head the ball 
into the net to give the Tigers a 
2-0 lead. 
At the 46—46 mark, Clemson 
took a 3-0 lead. Eichmann sent a 
cross from the corner to Alfie 
Zarlengo. Zarlengo faked a shot 
to pull the goalie towards him, 
leaving an opening. Rootes sent 
the Eichmann pass home for his 
third goal of the season. 
Three minutes later a Conner 
shot bounced off the goalkeeper's 
hands to Zarlengo, who was trip- 
ped in the box. Rutenis scored on 
the penalty shot to give Clemson 
a 4-0 lead. 
Erskine scored a late goal when 
Armando Ebanks sent a 35-yard 
shot past freshman goalkeeper 
Steve Jaworski, who replaced 
Dudley earlier. Despite the goal, 
Jaworski had three saves in his 
first game as a Tiger. 
Earlier in the week the Tigers 
gained a win and a tie in the 
George Mason Invitational 
Tournament. Clemson opened 
the tournament with a win 
against 1985 NCAA runner-up 
American. 
Conner started things off in a 
hurry when he headed an Eich- 
mann corner kick home at the 
12:08 mark. Neither team was 
able to score again in the opening 
half. 
American tied the match at the 
Tim Crawford/head photographer 
Tigers  Paul  Corollo  and  Dave Veghte  contain  an 
Erskine player Wednesday night. 
69:33 mark when an indirect free 
kick deflected off a Clemson 
defender into the net. Conner 
sealed the victory for Clemson 
three minutes later when he drilled 
a Keith Parkinson assist into the 
net from the right side of the box. 
"I am very happy to have come 
out with a win," said Ibrahim of 
the game. "It was nice to have 
Conner back in the lineup and see 
him score two goals. He knows 
how to score goals, and he always 
gives 100 percent. He is the kind 
of player who never gives up, and 
that is why he is so successful." 
The game was a loss in one 
respect, however, as Landgren 
and   Gray   were _ both   injured. 
And Mr. Murphy himself must 
have been sitting on the Clemson 
bench, because Murray and Fort- 
ner were injured in the early 
stages of the game. 
Despite these losses, Clemson 
managed to outshoot George 
Mason 18-15. None of the shots 
found the net, however, and the 
Tigers were forced to settle for a 
scoreless tie. 
With this week's performances, 
Clemson gained the top spot in 
the Soccer America poll, and the 
fifth notch in the ISSA/Adidas 
Division I poll. The Tigers take 
on always-tough Duke this 
weekend. 
Broadcast Group brings new look to Tiger athietics 
by Annabelle Vaughan 
staff writer 
This year, the Clemson televi- 
sion and radio broadcasts will 
have a totally new look and 
sound, thanks to the newly formed 
Clemson Broadcast Group. 
Last spring, the Clemson 
Broadcast Group (CBG) obtained 
the exclusive rights to the Clem- 
son football and basketball net- 
work and the two coaches' 
shows. 
CBG is a group of private in- 
vestors under the direction of 
General Manager Mark Packer. 
Packer, a 1985 graduate of Clem- 
son, is the son of CBS sports an- 
nouncer Billy Packer, who is also 
a member of CBG. 
"CBG is a totally new concept 
Mike Eppley 
in that we are partners with the 
Athletic Department," said 
Packer. "We have basically 
brought Clemson's television 
and radio broadcasts 'in-house' 
so that Clemson has some say 
TIGER VIDEO* 
oft 
TOP 40 HITS IN THE NATION   ~ 
MOVIES    95<P PER DAY 
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE 
VCR's $5 OVERNIGHT 
RENT SAT.-MON. for 95<P 
HIGHWAY 93, 
ACROSS FROM SKY CITY 
PHONE 654-6862 
HOURS 12-9   EXCEPT SUNDAY 3-9 
about what they want on the 
shows. CBG acts as executive 
producer." 
CBG has developed two new 
television shows: "Clemson Foot- 
ball '86" and "Clemson Illus- 
trated." WSPA-TV in Spartan- 
burg, S.C., serves as the flagship 
station for both shows. 
"Clemson Football '86" is a 
revamped version of the old 
"Danny Ford Show." The show 
features game highlights and 
post-game interviews with the 
players and coaches. This show is 
broadcast nationally on 685 cable 
services throughout the United 
States. 
"Clemson Illustrated" is a new 
show developed by CBG with a 
"PM Magazine"-type format. 
This show is filmed at different 
spots on campus and features 
player profiles, scouting reports 
on upcoming games, and stories 
about different departments and 
events at the University. 
"The formation of CBG has 
really broadened Clemson's 
horizons," according to Packer. 
"We're national trendsetters. 
Many schools have television 
and radio in-house, but they 
aren't set up as partners with the 
Athletic Department." 
Packer says other universities 
have called to ask how to go 
about setting up an arrange- 
ment like CBG's. "There are no 
guidelines. We're walking into a 
dark closet and finding out what 
is there. We've made a few 
mistakes but for the first year, 
we're extremely pleased." 
The "Voice of the Tigers," Jim 
Phillips, is in his 19th season 
broadcasting Clemson athletics. 
Phillips will continue to cover 
play-by-play action. Assistant 
Clemson Sports Information 
Director Tim Bourret is also 
back in the Clemson radio booth. 
Joining Phillips and Bourret 
on the broadcast team this 
season is former Clemson quar- 
terback, Mike Eppley. Eppley is 
the color commentator for the 
broadcasts. 
Since graduating from Clem- 
son in 1985, Eppley received his 
MBA from the Clemson/Furman 
program. He was married on 
Sept. 6 and is starting a new job 
with a wholesale company in 
Charlotte, N.C. 
CBG is located in the "Orange 
and White" offices at University 
Square Mall. Their phone num- 
ber is 654-9665. 
Lutherans 
ARE ECUMENICAL 
Ecumenical comes from the Biblical word meaning 
"one house." It refers to the theological truth that, 
even with the rich variety of branches in Christen; 
dom, there is still "one Lord, one faith, one baptism (Ephesians). That is, there is one church-the body 
of Christ. 
Contempoary  Lutherans  are  engaged   in   several 
series of dialogues with our brothers and sisters of 
other faiths, including Roman Catholics, Baptists 
and Episcopalians. 
Such talks move us forward to the day the church on 
earth can be "one house" reflecting the embracing 
love of the One Lord. 
Meanwhile, the Lutheran Church Welcomes You. 
Steve Plonk, Pastor 
Ron Luckey, Pastor 
<IVC 654-4232 
PIZZA HUT   EARLY 
WEEK SPECIAL $7" 
NOW ON MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY 
SATISFY YOUR CRAVING FOR A PIZZA HUT® 
PIZZA FOR ONLY $7.99 (PLUS TAX). YOU GET A 
LARGE SINGLE-TOPPING PIZZA PLUS A 
PITCHER OF SOFT DRINK FOR DINE-IN OR 
TWO SOFT DRINKS FOR CARRYOUT OR FREE 
DELIVERY. CHOOSE EITHER THIN 'N' CRISPY® 
OR PAN PIZZA. OFFER VALID ALL DAY 
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY ONLY AT 
THE CLEMSON PIZZA HUT®   WITH THE COUPON BELOW. 
ONE LARGE PIZZA WITH ANY $7" 
TOPPING AND A PITCHER OF SOFT DRINK 
FOR $7.99. FOR CARRYOUT OR DELIVERY 
TWO SOFT DRINKS OF YOUR CHOICE. 
VALID MONDAY, TUESDAY OR WEDNESDAY. 
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILABLE AT 
DELIVERY 654-8646      ^QULAR pRICR 
CARRYOUT 654-8692 
VALID ONLY AT CLEMSON PIZZA HUT® 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA. NOT VALID 
WITH OTHER OFFERS. 1/20C CASH REDEMPTION 
VALUE. OFFERS EXPIRES OCT. 22, 1986. 
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Jackets look for third straight over Tigers 
by Andy Hobbs 
staff writer 
It has been said that bad things always 
come in threes. For the past two seasons 
Clemson has lost back-to-back games to 
the duo of Georgia and Georgia Tech. 
This year was to be the third. Georgia 
Tech was eagerly awaiting its confronta- 
tion with the Tigers, so their prophecy 
could be fulfilled. Unfortunately for the 
Jackets, the Tigers forgot to follow the 
rules. 
The Tigers did not lose to Georgia. In 
fact, the thrilling 31-28 victory over the 
Dogs will do nothing short of emotionally 
charging the Tigers as they invade Grant 
Field. Unlike the past two seasons when 
Women 
win meet 
by Tommy Hood 
staff writer 
The Clemson women's cross 
country team finished first in the 
Georgia State Invitational held 
in Atlanta last Saturday. 
Ute Jamrozy led the Tigers to 
the victory with a second-place 
finish overall. Overall Clemson 
had five top-10 finishes in the 
meet. 
According to Jamrozy, the key 
to the victory was the team's pre- 
season preparation and condi- 
tioning. 
The race was not easy, since it 
was so hot," Jamrozy said. "For- 
tunately, we were in shape and 
we ran very well together." 
Clemson's five top-10 finishes 
gave the Tigers a total of 28 
points. Alabama finished second 
with 46 points and Georgia 
finished a distant third with 89 
points in the 14-team field. 
Along with Jamrozy, Elsa 
Breit, Joanne Power, Helen 
Rogers and Marsha Gronziak all 
finished in the top 10 in the meet 
to pace the Tigers to the victory. 
The next meet for the team is 
in two weeks at the Stanford In- 
vitational at Stanford University. 
FORT HILL 
BEAUTY SALON 
"One step ahead, Tom 
Arrow's look—today" 
Contemporary 
unisex styling 
Full family service 
Solona—10 Visits $45 
Call 654-2031 
The    Tiger 
is looking 
for paste-up 
assistants. 
Come to 
906 
University 
Union 
Sunday 
at 8 p.m. 
tough losses to Georgia have left the 
Tigers open for attack by upset-minded 
Tech, this year's victory "between the 
hedges" has turned the tables on Georgia 
Tech. 
Georgia Tech's head coach Bill Curry 
is well aware of the significance of Clem- 
son's victory. They have always had the 
great athletes, but now they are hungry. 
This is the best Clemson team we've seen 
since 1983," said Curry. "Whatever 
Georgia did, Clemson was not discouraged 
by it." 
Not to be outdone, Tech is also coming 
into the game with added confidence. 
After being tied 17-17 by Furman in their 
opener, the Jackets got their season on 
the right track by beating ACC rival 
Virginia 28-14. Calling the Furman game 
a "painful lesson," Curry said Tech ap- 
parently learned from their mistakes as 
they came out aggressively against 
Virginia and caused eight turnovers. 
Leading the defensive charge gainst the 
Cavs was defensive back Cedric Stall- 
worth. With his two fumble recoveries 
and one interception, Stallworth single- 
handedly destroyed the Uavs, and lor his 
efforts he was named co-defensive player- 
of-the-week in the ACC. And with the 
recovery of linebacker Rod Stephens, 
Tech seems primed to get its "Black 
Watch" defense back in gear. 
As recent Tech-Clemson games have 
shown, the team with the most talent 
does not always win. Emotion and mo- 
mentum play major roles in these confron- 
tations. Clemson has the initial edge in 
these departments as the Tigers come off 
an impressive win over Georgia. The fact 
that they have not beaten Tech in two 
years should also work in the Tigers' 
favor. Tech has the advantage of playing 
at home as well as the opportunity to 
make it three in a row over the mighty 
Tigers. 
All things considered, the season of 
both teams hinges on this game. After 
disappointing openers, both teams bounced 
back in week two to post important vic- 
tories. What weeks four through 10 hold 
for these teams depends on this game. 
Direction is the real prize of this game. 
Which team will march on in triumph and 
which team will retreat and start making 
plans for next year will be decided on 
Grant Field. I 
firs! li'dciiiloj'soulh caro/ma 
Tbtally FREE Checking 
£       rr\» J» t ^^ tor Tigers! 
The First is offering a totally free 
checking program for students. 
Here's how it works: 
• There are no minimum balance 
requirements 
• No service charges 
• Unlimited check writing 
You won't find a more convenient, 
more affordable checking plan 
anywhere. It's totally free, and it's 
just for you! 
BONUS! 
As a bonus for opening a Totally 
FREE Checking account, The First 
is offering two Account-Starter Kits. 
Just choose the package you prefer. 
1) Traditional Account-Starter 
Kit (FREE!) 
• First Class Checkbook Cover 
• First Class Teller 24-Hour 
Banking Card 
2) Custom-Designed Tiger Account- 
Starter Kit ($5) 
• 100 Custom-Designed Tiger 
Checks 
• Tiger Checkbook Cover 
• Custom-Designed Tiger 
24-Hour Banking Card 
To open your Totally FREE Checking 
account with The First, just stop by one 
of our conveniently located offices 
in Clemson. And remember, for 'round- 
the-clock banking, stop by our 24- 
hour First Class Teller machine located 
in the parking area adjacent to 
Byrnes Hall. It's the most convenient 
way to handle your finances, and it's 
right on campus! 
first federal of south Carolina 
Wfe make banking simple: 
CLEMSON: 207 College Ave., 654-5574 • 1013 Tiger Blvd., 654-5574 • 24-Hour First Class Teller: 
Palmetto Blvd. (Campus) • SENECA: 1007 W. 123-Bypass, 882-1925 Esnc 
* ■ 
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Haynes right at home between the hedges 
by Annabelle Vaughan 
staff writer 
Athens 
Although it is only 75 miles 
away, Athens, Ga. is considered 
enemy territory by most Clem- 
son football players and fans. Go- 
ing to play between the hedges is 
a formidable task even for the 
most experienced player. 
This isn't the case for 
Clemson's Norman Hayes. Born 
and raised in Athens, "the 
hedges" are Norman's own back 
yard. 
This weekend's trip home was a 
sweet one for the Clemson line- 
backer. Not only did the Tigers 
come away with a thrilling 31-28 
victory over the Bulldogs, but 
Norman, a 5-9, 205 lb. 
sophomore, led the Clemson 
defense in tackles with 10. 
Norman began his career at 
Clemson as a defensive back, but 
was moved to linebacker last 
spring. In the Spring Game, he 
chalked up an unbelievable 18 
tackles. 
Despite his hard work in the 
spring, Norman was still number 
four on the depth chart at the 
Football 
from page one 
dogs in the fourth quarter, some- 
thing that they have been unable 
to do for the past four years. 
They did it with a defensive line 
that was substituted for 
throughout the game, keeping 
them fresh and wearing down the 
Georgia offensive line. 
"We had the advantage of 
depth on our defensive line," ex- 
plained Ford about the substitu- 
tion strategy. 
"I had confidence in our de- 
fense that if they could hold 
them (Georgia) to a field goal, we 
could take the ball down the field 
and score," said Rodney 
Williams, 
The last time that Clemson 
beat Georgia was in 1981, and 
the Tigers historically used a win 
over Georgia as a springboard to 
a good season, as was shown in 
1977 when they went on to a 
berth in the Gator Bowl, and in 
1981, when they went on to an 
undefeated season and a national 
championship. 
"The Georgia game usually 
decides Clemson's season," said 
Kenny Flowers, echoing a feeling 
shared by the rest of the team. 
Judging by the whoops and 
yells in the locker room after the 
game, this Tiger team could be 
on a roll that will last well into 
bowl season. 
Frisbee 
tourney 
coming 
Anyone walking by Bowman 
Field may have noticed an ever 
increasing invasion of frisbees. 
You know-those little round 
discs that float through the air. 
Well, ultimate, basically a free- 
flowing frisbee football game is 
the focus of most of those flying 
discs. The new exciting craze 
combines speed, agility and 
talent in a fast paced, com- 
petitive setting. 
Clemson's official ultimate 
team will sponsor the ninth an- 
nual Joint Summit Ultimate 
Classic Frisbee Tournament this 
weekend. The tournament will in- 
clude 15 teams, of which four par- 
ticipated in last year's national 
tournament. 
The action will begin both to- 
morrow and Sunday at 10 a.m., 
on the golf range behind Jervey. 
All are invited to come out and 
watch what has been deemed, 
'The horizontal event of the 
year." 
weakside linebacker spot going 
into the 1986 season. 
"We needed depth at line- 
backer," Norman said. "The 
coach felt I had a good nose for 
the ball even though I was small 
for a linebacker. He told me if I 
really wanted to play, to show 
him I could and he would give me 
a fair chance." 
Norman got his fair chance. By 
the time the Tigers opened then- 
season against Virginia Tech, he 
was the starter at his position. 
In the Virginia Tech game, 
Norman had six tackles and broke 
up a pass, yet he still felt he 
didn't play up to his full poten- 
tial. 
But when Norman went home 
to play in front of his family and 
friends, he had a little extra in- 
centive. "When I was growing 
up, I was a big Georgia fan," Nor- 
man said. "I was recruited by 
Georgia but they didn't offer me 
a scholarship. I wanted to show 
Vince Dooley that he made a big 
mistake. I wanted him to see that 
I'm playing for Clemson Univer- 
sity and that I'm proud of it." 
Norman was confident going 
into Saturday's game. "We were 
Norman Haynes fills an 
Saturday. 
looking tor a little respect. We 
were hungry for a win," he said. 
"We knew if we beat Georgia, it 
would be a plus for the rest of the 
season." 
The Bulldogs may have been 
surprised at the hard licks dealt 
by the small linebacker for the 
Tigers. Norman's 10 tackles in- 
cluded one for loss and he also 
broke up a pass. Early in the 
third quarter, he recovered a 
fumble. The Tigers went on to 
Robert Pentecost/photographer 
opening against Georgia last 
score, putting them ahead for the 
first time in the game. 
It was a strange homecoming 
for Norman on Friday night. 
"When I looked out of the hotel 
window, I saw familiar streets, 
familiar cars, and familiar faces," 
Norman said. "I had to keep 
reminding myself that I was at 
home. 
"Friday night, our team went 
to the same movie as the Georgia 
team," he contined. "I got to talk 
to some of my high school team- 
mates who play for Georgia now. 
It was hard to believe that the 
next day, we'd be playing against 
each other." 
Saturday, Norman's "strange" 
homecoming turned sweet, as he 
played the best game of his col- 
lege career. 
"I'm 1-0 in Sanford Stadium 
and I love it!" Norman said. 
"Whenever I come home to 
Athens, I can hold my head up 
and say I was one of the Tigers 
that beat the Dogs in '86." 
The Haynes family was under- 
standably proud and a little sur- 
prised at their son's hard play. 
"They didn't think I'd really get 
to play that much," Norman said. 
"But I wanted to make sure they 
saw me today." 
Norman's brother is the only 
one in the family who gave Nor- 
man a hard time about playing 
for Clemson. "He wanted me to 
go to Georgia," Norman said. "I 
told him I'd rather go to Clemson 
so I could come back and beat 
Georgia and show them they 
ain't so tough. Today, that's what 
I did." 
TAX 
BULLETIN 
If you own shares of stock in Your Retirement 
Plan in the following companies, this bulletin is 
for you: 
SCN 
NCNB 
C&S Bank 
Phillips Petroleum 
First Federal of S.C 
NCR 
Duke Power 
AT&T 
Any Bell Regional Co. 
J.P. Stevens 
Colgate-Palmolive 
Westinghbuse 
or, if you own a large number of shares in a 
company, this bulletin is for you: 
Depending on your tax bracket, you might pay LESS tax in 1986 
on a large stock or property sale than waiting until 1987 or later. A 
FREE workshop will be held on "The New Tax Plan & How It 
Affects You" on Tuesday, October 7,1986 from 7:30 - 9:00 p.m. at 
the Ramada Inn, Clemson. This workshop is being sponsored by 
Tony Turner and Edward D. Jones & Co. member N.Y. Stock 
Exchange. Certified Public Accountants will be on hand to 
answer any questions and you will be given aFREE "Tax Plan 
Survival Kit". Please call 654-5556 to reserve a seat 
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED BASIS 
mmsmmmmm 
Of Special 
Interest 
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Water ski team takes third 
by Tommy Trammell 
sports editor 
The Clemson water ski team 
captured third place overall this 
past weekend in a regional col- 
legiate qualifying tournament 
held in Tuscaloosa, Ala. The host 
Alabama team took first place, 
with Auburn finishing second in 
the overall competition. 
With the loss of three of its 
best event competitors, the 
Clemson team has had to rely on 
some new faces to step in and 
compete this year. While the 
team has enjoyed relative suc- 
cess thus far in the season, it has 
felt the absence of several per- 
formers from last year's team. 
"We lost some good skiers last 
year to gradution," said Lynn 
Crouch, women's team captain. 
"Last year we qualified for the 
nationals and placed eighth, but 
we've got our work cut out for us 
to repeat that this year." 
The women's team from Clem- 
son placed second in the slalom 
competition, first in tricks, and 
first in jumping to claim first 
place overall in the tournament. 
The men placed third in slalom, 
fourth in tricks, and fifth in 
jumping to finish third in the 
overall standings. 
Individually, Clemson's Lynn 
Crouch took first place overall in 
the women's competition. Dlacin" 
fourth in slalom, second in tricks, 
and first in jumping. Kindra 
Ketcham placed eighth in slalom, 
tying three other teammates, 
Lynn O'Loughlin, who placed 
fifth in tricks, Ann Stevenson, 
who also placed third in jumping, 
and Lee Davis, who placed sec- 
ond in jumping. 
For the Clemson men, Mark 
Parish took eighth in slalom and 
tricks, while Lamar Bouknight 
placed eleventh in salom. Danny 
Robinson took fifth in tricks and 
tenth in slalom. 
The team will travel this 
weekend to Tuskegee, Ala., to 
compete in yet another regional 
qualifier tournament. 
Scoreboard 
Volleyball 
Sept. 29—Clemson vs. Furman, 7:00 p.m. 
Oct. 2—Clemson vs. Presbyterian, 7:00 p.m. 
Tennis 
Oct. 3—Men's Team in Clemson Fall Classic, 1:00 p.m. 
Golf 
Sept. 25—Clemson at Wake Forest Inv. 
Soccer 
Sept. 28—Clemson at Duke, Durham, N.C., 2:00 p.m. 
Oct. 1—Clemson at Furman, Greenville, S.C., 3:30 p.m. 
HUGE SAVINGS ON CALCULATORS 
- HEWLETT 
CM PACKARD §E)Ei[jiOOQai3Ei 
EL 5400 Special Price $35.00 
EL 5500II Scientific 70.00 
CE 126P Thermal Printer 55.00 
i<fcM?PiiMHi'iifiP"f"e' ro°° 
EL 506P Scientific  15.00 
EL 512P Scientific .-. 26.00 
EL 5510 Financial 70.00 
EL 5520 Scientific 70.00 
EL 515S Solar Scientific 19.00 
TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
Tl 36 SLR Sotar Scientific $18.00 
Tl 74 Newt Basic Programmable 94.00 
PC 324 Thermal Printer 69.00 
Tl 55 III Scientific 33.00 
Tl 5310 Deaktop Financial 85.00 
Tl BAM Financial 30.00 
HP-11C Scientific $41.00 
HP-12C Financial 72.00 
HP-15C Scientific 72.00 
HP-16C Programmer 86.00 
HP-18CNewtBustnessConsuttant... 135.00 
HP-41CV Advanced Programmable... 12600 
HP-41CX Advanced Programmable... 179.00 
82104A Card Reader  139.00 
82153A Optic Wand 91.00 
82143AThermalPrlnter 275.00 
ntasODn 
runppuiLi 
DQDDaD 
oaaaoo 
FX1 ISM Scientific   $16.00 
FX 7000G Graphic Display 54.00 
FX36O0P Scientific 19.00 
FX451 Sotar Scientific 21.00 
FX 8100 Scientific with Clock... 30.00 
FX 90 C redlt Card Scientific .... 19.00 
FX 995 Solar Scientific 27.00 
FX4000P Scientific 31.00 
CM 100 Scientific/Programmer 16.00 
CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-1269 EXCEPT Illinois. Alaska. Hawai 
Accessories discounted too. MasterCard or VISA by phone or mail. Mail Cashiers check. 
Money Otd., Pers. Check (2 wks to clr). Sorry no COD'S. Add $4.001 St Item $1 ea add*! shpg 
ft. handl. Shpts to IL address add 7% tax. Prices subj to change. University/College P.O.'s 
Welcome. WRITE (no calls) tor free catalog. 30-day return policy for defective merchandise1 
only. ALL ELEK-TEK MERCHANDISE IS BRAND NEW, 1ST QUALITY AND COMPLETE. 
ELEK-TEK, inc fi5T"N    L'ncoinA.e     Ch'CdgO   116064') |312i6317800 (31 2'- 67 7  7660 
PIZZA PUB 
302 SENECA ROAD 
654-3000 
Free pitcher of beer or Pepsi 
with medium or large pizza 
Monday through Friday 
(dine in only) 
Fast, Free Delivery 
Not valid with other specials 
Please advise of coupon when calling 
TAPS 
Cover Contest 
Prize: 
Theme: 
Deadline: 
$100 
Stepping Ahead 
Monday, Oct. 13, 
7 p.m. 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
•4 
Medium single- 
topping pizza 
$6.50 + tax 
Single-topping 
small pizza 
$5.00 + tax 
$3.00 OFF 
Large pizza with 
3 or more toppings 
Italian sub 
or 
club sub 
$3.00 + tax 
25" COLOR T.V.'s 
$99 tO $229 NONE HIGHER 
COLOR PORTABLES 
$99 tO $169 NONE HIGHER 
THESE SETS ARE REPOSSESSIONS, BANKRUPTCY, RECLAIMED, etc. 
ONE DAY ONLY FRIDAY, SEPT. 26, 
12 NOON UNTIL 3 P.M. 
HOLIDAY INN—CLEMSON 
Most sets come with 90-day picture tube warranty 
SALE CONDUCTED BY B&L FINANCIAL SERVICES 
/«,>6*«C«>*>V^faV«y*V»V«V»'«»-«»*».*.«'»VV.V*»V»~..».»»»'*W»r'*>>^» - . «'»V»'»W.iWV«*o*W*U'A
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Soccer star balancing sports, studies and family ties 
by Ten Pf eif f er 
staff writer 
Bernard Gray is an intimidating force 
on the soccer field to his opponents. Off 
the field, Bernard is a person who finds 
family life very important. He is able to 
balance his studies, playing soccer, and 
the closeness with his family in a special 
way. 
Bernard chose to come to Clemson for 
several reasons. He found the campus and 
school "great" and he liked the soccer 
team because of its unique style of play- 
ing the sport. At the time of his decision, 
Clemson was nationally ranked and had 
several Nigerians playing on the team. 
"The way the team and especially the 
Nigerians played was totally different 
than any type of soccer I had seen." 
Bernard was faced with a major adjust- 
ment upon arriving at Clemson. "When I 
first arrived at Clemson, I was used to 
being the king at high school. Here I 
suddenly became just another guy on the 
team." 
Bernard's first two years at school were 
plagued with problems including his 
father's death in 1984. 
"I was going through some rough times 
and had a hard time thinking about 
anything." 
Bernard was not playing the type of 
soccer he was hoping he would be. He was 
switched from a forward on the team to a 
fullback. "I had a hard time concentrating 
on soccer as much as I would have liked 
to." 
This year began on a negative note as 
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Player Profile 
Bernard's mother recently had an acci- 
dent and broke her hip. "My mom means 
a lot to me. When Dad died, I began to ap- 
preciate the time I shared with my mom. 
All I keep thinking about is my mom, I 
hope she is doing O.K." He commented, 
"I must be the most homesick kid on the 
team." 
Family life is very important to 
Bernard. He grew up in Alexander, Va., 
coming from a large family of ten 
children. "I used to spend a lot of time at 
Georgetown University." College was an 
anticipated part of his future. 
Bernard is a senior majoring in financial 
management with one year of school left. 
"When I graduate, I would like to work 
for a brokerage firm and deal with in- 
vestments. I hope to settle back in the 
Washington, D.C. area. 
Studying is the easiest for Bernard at 
night. "I like to study from about 9 p.m. 
or 10 p.m. at night until 2 a.m. in the 
morning. Sometimes, I even take my 
books to away games, but then I am 
usually unable to study anyhow." 
He often misses classes for away 
games. "Unlike people think, my pro- 
fessors don't cut me any breaks for being 
an athlete." 
Bernard's free time is taken up by 
studying or soccer. "I really wish I had 
more time to meet more kids or maybe 
join the finance club." 
Bernard's friends mainly consist of the 
soccer players. "It's not always meeting 
new friends and I haven't had a roommate 
Bernard Gray 
since I have been here." 
In the free time he does have, Bernard 
can be found listening to music or enjoy- 
ing himself at parties. "I really like to 
dance," he said. 
Bernard is also able to make his own 
music. He has been playing the piano 
since he was little. Playing the guitar is 
another one of his talents. "I always 
thought it would be great to get a bunch 
of guys together and have a band." 
Bernard can be found on the basketball 
courts in the off season. Since he still has 
one year of schooling left and is ineligible 
to play soccer, Gray is toying with the 
idea of playing for the Clemson football 
team. 
"I would really like to be a field goal 
kicker or maybe a wide receiver," Bernard 
said. Bernard boasts a time of 4.4 seconds 
in the 40 yard dash. "I don't know how 
good I would be but I have nothing to 
lose." 
When on the soccer field, Bernard takes 
his position very seriously. "If the ball 
gets by me, the man doesn't," Bernard 
said. 
His attitude towards the game has 
earned him the titles of All ACC and All 
South along with making several all tour- 
nament teams. 
Over the years, Bernard has become 
known for his short temper on the field. 
"My coach and I are trying to work on my 
temper. I don't want to be known as 'the 
butcher' in the ACC," Bernard said. 
Bernard receives yellow cards and 
severe warnings from referees on a 
regular basis. "If I get thrown out of a 
game, I can't play in the next game. It's 
an ACC rule. I obviously want to avoid 
this. 
"I play my best when I am under pres- 
sure," Bernard said. "I love it when ten- 
sion builds. It brings out the best in me." 
Bernard feels pressure to play his best 
not only from the school and fans but 
also from himself. "I wish we could get 
more kids to come out to the games." 
Like most students at Clemson, 
Bernard looks forward to going home. "I 
really wish I could go home and just make 
sure everything is great for my mom. I 
care about her very much." 
In everything he does, Bernard takes 
pride in himself. "Everything I do, I try 
my hardest. All this is for my mom." 
Starving students, take note! This 
school year, crack down on a 
case of the Midnite Munchies 
with Domino's Pizza. 
Nothing soothes the studious 
soul better than a piping hot 
pizza, baked golden brown and 
loaded with lots of luscious 100% 
real cheese and savory sauce. 
Now from 9 p.m. until closing, 
receive $2.00 OFF any TWO or 
more item pizza! 
Every pizza is made fresh and 
hot to order with the finest 
ingredients available. Real 
cheese, our special sauce, 
tempting toppings.. .all blended 
togethec for a "Pizza-Perfect" 
pizza that tastes just right. 
The hungries are history this year 
with Domino's Pizza! Call for a 
piping hot pizza delivered to your 
door (or Dorm!) in 30 minutes or 
less. 
Serving Clemson University 
and surrounding area. 
654-3082 
300 College Avenue. 
%{jH 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS 
® 
i $2.00 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
L 
OFF! 
Order a delicious TWO 
or more item pizza and 
receive $2.00 OFF! 
Not valid with any other 
coupon or offer. 
Offer good thru 10/2/86. 
Name  ___  
Address  
Phone  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Limited delivery areas. 
Drivers carry under $20. 
©1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc. 
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The Tiger Picks 
Several things happen once in 
a few years. For instance, the 
presidential election, the Olym- 
pics, leap year, the Goodwill 
Games (thank God!), and yes— 
Clemson beats Georgia. 
Despite these phenomena, 
several of our "elite" didn't 
have the "insight" to pick 
Clemson over Georgia. Kim 
(Pop another one) Norton, Ernie 
(I can't do it by myself) G., and 
Tim (Flackjacket) Crawford had 
the gaul to pick the Dawgs!! 
However, Crawford was "ex- 
onerated" due to a faulty phone 
in his hospital room. 
Last week's good news was 
that for the first time this year 
two pickers managed to go un- 
scathed. Bob (Where's Gaines- 
ville?) Ellis and Eric (Hello 
Mr. State Trooper) Keller are 
planning appearances on Late 
Night With David Letterman if 
all goes well. 
Bob with his performance 
hopped back into a tie for first 
with Susan (I can cover the 
plate) Huber. Three pro- 
gnosticators are tied only two 
games back while three more 
are only three games behind. 
Bryan (My dad went to 
Georgia) fortune and Alicia 
(Walking straight?) Mattison 
are  only  four out. 
This week's guest picker is 
Allison Dalton, Executive 
Secretary of IPTAY. 
Last week's scores: 
Clemson 31 Georgia 28 
Alabama 21 Florida 7 
Penn St. 26 Boston Col. 14 
UNC15 Florida St. 15 
Washington 52 BYU 21 
Nebraska 59 Illinois 14 
UCLA 45 San Diego St. 14 
Maryland 24 WestVa.3 
Michigan St. 20 Notre Dame 15 
Southern Cal. 17 Baylor 14 
This Week's Games: 
Clemson at Georgia Tech 
Miami at Oklahoma 
Tennessee at Auburn 
Georgia at South Carolina 
Virginia at Duke 
N.C. St. at Maryland 
Florida St. at Michigan 
W. Va. at Pittsburgh 
Furman at Marshall 
Slip Rock at Edinboro 
Kenny Crowder 
asst. news editor 
(32-8) 
Clemson 
Oklahoma 
Tennessee 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Slip. Rock 
Alicia Mattison 
int. business mgr. 
(30-10) 
Clemson 
Miami 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Florida St. 
West Va. 
Furman 
Slip. Rock 
Susan Hagins 
office manager 
(26-14) 
Clemson 
Oklahoma 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Duke 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Edinboro 
Bob Ellis 
editor in chief 
(34-6) 
Clemson 
Miami 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Edinboro 
Eric Keller 
asst. sports editor 
(31-9) 
Clemson 
Oklahoma 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Duke 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Slip. Rock 
Tommy Trammell 
sports editor 
(29-11) 
Clemson 
Oklahoma 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Slip, Rock 
Richard Edwards 
circulation manager 
(26-14) 
Clemson 
Miami 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Florida St. 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Slip. Rock 
Susan Huber 
managing editor 
(34-6) 
Clemson 
Oklahoma 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Edinboro 
Brian Arldt 
sr. photographer 
(31-9) 
Clemson 
Oklahoma 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Edinboro 
Kim Norton 
features editor 
(28-12) 
Clemson 
Miami 
Tennessee 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Edinboro 
Molly Stover 
asst. ad manager 
(25-15) 
Clemson 
Miami 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Duke 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Edinboro 
Tim Crawford 
head photographer 
(32-8) 
Clemson 
Oklahoma 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Edinboro 
Hugh Gray 
assoc. editor 
(31-9) 
Clemson 
Oklahoma 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Slip. Rock 
Ernie G. 
entertainment editor 
(28-12) 
Clemson 
Oklahoma 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Edinboro 
Andrew Cauthen 
copy editor 
(8-2) 
Clemson 
Oklahoma 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Florida St. 
West Va. 
Furman 
Slip. Rock 
Jim Hennessey 
news editor 
(32-8) 
Clemson 
Oklahoma 
Tennessee 
Georgia  ' 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Slip. Rock 
Bryan Fortune 
sr.pbotographer 
(30-10) 
Clemson 
Oklahoma 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Michigan 
West Virginia 
Furman 
Slip. Rock 
AnnaMarie M. 
advertising manager 
(27-13) 
Clemson 
Oklahoma 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Slip. Rock 
Allison Dalton 
guest picker 
(33-7) 
Clemson 
Oklahoma 
Auburn 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Pittsburgh 
Furman 
Slip. Rock 
Enjoy the "Fresh Alternative." Delicious sandwiches and salads made one at a 
time—fresh before your eyes. And play the "Instant Winner" Sweepstakes. 
INSTANTLY 
Instant Winner: 
AMC/Jeep Wrangler 
Instant Winner. 
Caribbean Vacations/ 
VCR's/TVs 
Instant Winner 
Over 22 miles of delicious 
Subway sandwiches 
Instant Winner; 
Over $1,000,000. 
in prizes & free food. 
Over $5,000,000. 
in discounts. 
Just scratch & match/ 
Everybody wins! 
Instantly! 
Rules: No Purchase Required. Contest ends Oct. 20. 1986. or when supply of game cards runs out. 
Void where prohibited. Official Rules on game card. 
